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By Robert Almy
The field work for a pilot study

ly formation stagf;ls, and retirees. ·

Among the questions raised by
Many of these migrants have better the migration pattern are the

Anderson and Lupsha predict
that the migration "will have

'-.

Communities east of Belen has been ' periences t~n the population of the
completed, said Robert U. Ander- host communities they are enter~ son, director of UNM's Division of ing."
ri' Government Research.
Anderson said, "People who
u
Anderson and Asspciate Political migrate bring with them expectaScience. Professor Peter Lupsha are lions. In Belen, we want to find out
analyzing the impact of the popula- how this impacts on public policy,
.tioll migration during the past few · an.d the .social and polidcal areas.
decades from the northeast and ·We hope to have a summary of our
north central region to that area of Belen surveyready by Labor Pay.''
the south and mountain west
Anderson and J.,upsha are eonknown as the Sunbelt, an area span- cerned that the questions raised by
ning the southern rim of the United the migration pattern be studied
States.
.
and analyzed and the results incl\ldAnderson and Lupsha are two ed into cunent urb<~n policy
UNM researchers who have design- themes.
ed the Belen pilot study to impleAnderson said, "We are going to
ment their suggestions pre~nted in attempt to. get either ·a private or
. a paper to a citizen' a forum of the federal funding source and are in
White House Conference on t be process of writing a proposal.
Balanced National Growth and
.
Economic Development held in This ts where we stand now."
Denver, ·Col. on June 20, 1977.
Anderson said, "The Belen
·survey is a pilot effort to see if some
of the things we suggested in our
paper are there. It is a prelimimiry,
cursory attempt to see if there are
myths that the urban .migrants bring with them about living in the .
An agreement which. will allow
west." Of the SSO questionaires
given out in the Rio Communities, UNM School of Medicine students
to receive part of their training at
225 have been returned.
Anderson said, ''One thing we The Rehabilitation Center, Inc. has
think is out there is that the migra. been signed by the UNM Regents
tion is substantially different from and Rehabilitation Center officials.
· The School of Medicine and the
histroical patterns of migration in
Reh~bilitation
Center have joined
that histroically migration is that
forces
in
sev~ral
efforts:
move where the jobs are. We are
·
-to
develop
and conduct a
suggesting that we now have
rehabilitation
service
·for handicapmiddle-class, well educ·ated people ped persons as a basis
for an exwho are moving for reasons other panded teaching program in the
than jobs.''
medical school !=Urriculum;
Anderson and Lupsha have also
-to integrate research and trainsuggested in their paper that the ing into service activities in order to
population movement is unique in increase the quality and availability
that lt is "a voluntary migration of of care for patients with rehabilitalarge numbers of the middle class tion needs4 ,
from one urban setting to another
~to develop new techniques; and
in vastly different regions.'' The
-to alleviate the shortage of trainurban migrant group. js "both
young· people starting out in in~ependent adulthood and the fami-

l

·by new residents; complicating pro- .
blems of land ~se planning and·
budgeting; accelerated deterioration of northern cities; and impacts
of the new residents on local social,
. cultural, political and enonomic environments. ''The problem," theirpaper says, '"is we do not really
know much about the forces behind
this stream of migration. Plus, we
have no systemic knowledge of the
impacts these migrants are having
on the social, cultural, political and
economic environments they are
entering. Further, we have little information.. regarding the stress or
psycho-cultural and physiological
consequences of this movement on
migrants, host populations, and
most importantly. on the generadons conceived by this new migrant
J,opulation."
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·John Nichols, author of "The Sterile Cuckoo" and The Milagro Bean
field War " will discuss "Armed Creativity: Problems of Politics and
Art" Mon'day, July 25, at 8· p.m. onthe mall at UNM.
\.
The lecture is the final activity in the "Lecture Under the Stars" series
sponsored by the Student Activities Office/The event is free and open to
the public and in case of bad weather, the lectur.e will be moved to the New
Mexico Union Building.
Born in Berkeley, Calif., and now a resident of Taos, Nichols published
"The Sterile Cuckoo" in 196.5. Liza Minelli starred in the film version in
1969 and won an academy award nomination for her performanance..
A second novel,. "The wizard of Loneliness" was published in 1966 and
was followed by a third work and a national best seller, "The Mifagro
Beanfi~ld War." A fourth novel, <;urr.ently titled "The Magic Journey",
will be released next spring.
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u. Med Students

Student Engineers
Into Rehabilitation· Win D(f!sign Contest
ln. National Race
ei:l
personnel
through
\lndergraduate and paramedical
training programs.

In addition to future doctors,
post-graduate residents in orthopaedics, and students in physical
therapy and other UNM allied
haallh programs will work with patients at the Rehabilitation Center,
said Dr. William C. Kilpatrick. Dr.
Kilpatrick is associate professor in
orthopaedics and a member of the
Rehabilitation Center board. .
The Rehabilitation Center has
two locations - one is patient sc;:rvices at 1023 Stanford NE and the
other is a vocational clinic at 290I
Edith NE. Executive director of the
Rehabilitation Center is Duane S.
Hill.

Watercolors Shown

The Silver Sunbeam
•nnouncaihetlpeftlni •

of a

pdnlgltlery

/talttrlfll

•variety of
19th & 20th Cenlllf!l
prlnis
poilers
photographs •

al3409 Cenlral NE •
Albuquerque
framing !ervices .tlf.lifable

Watercolors are being featured in·
the second pan of the three part
"Raymond Jonson 28th Annual
Summer Exhibition" which opened
at Jonson Galler}' on the UNM
campus Sunday, July 17.

N.E., is open every day, except
Monday, froni noon to 6 p.m. Admission is free.
The retrospective exhibit includes
watercolors dGne in New Mexico
from 1938-54. The first part of the
show
featured acrylic paintings by
The gallery, at 1909 Las Lomas
Jonson from 1974-77 and the final
show scheduled for August will involve special selections of
miscellaneous works in various
media including watercolors, oils,
.acrylics and drawings.
Jonson believes that the summer
is "the proper time" for his amlual
exhibit because it is a quiet time on
the UNM campus and he enjoys
having his show overlap with the
school session.

''Whsrs Mu1ic /1. Your Bslf Frisntl"
.With A C.mplste .Se/ebf/Dn.
of Pst~phs17111il
••

2222 Csnhll SE
255~2225

4517 Centml NE

.266-9887
.

.M"'·Sit 10-tO .
$11n IZ-6

A team of freshman engineering being taken to present the project to
students from UNM has won the the Navajo Nation and hopefully to
first place award in the Engineering begin work on making it a reality.
"Doing research for this project
Design Graphics National. Competition at the 85th Annual Con- was a very rewarding experience for
ference of the Americ~;~n Society for our team and was both ghallenging
Engineering Education held at the and informative. Every effort was
made to gather and put together the
University of North Dakota.
The team members are Anderso!l necessary infol'll)ation to J11ake our
Morgan of Sanders, AZ, who serv- efforts a success," Morgan said.
ed as "company engineer", Neil "Although we realize that to· acRousseau of Crownpoint, NM; and tually begin a project like the one
i\.lbuquerqueans Richard Morales '!He are vroposing would take ~any
years of planning and developmg, and Mobsen Tootoonchi.
The winning project was a total we feel that what we have done
water system study for the· Navajo toward initiating an idea of an
Indian Reservation in northern irr.igation project in northern
Arizona .and had previously ·won Arizona could well become a reality
the UNM 1977 spring semester in the future."
Freshman Engineering Design ConAt each pumping station there "
test.
would be a holding reservoir while
The. UNM entry considers the .the main reservoir would be used to
drawing of water from Lake hold water for emergency purposes.
Powell, and channeling it to pumpFrom the main reservoir there
ing plants and holding ponds and would be seven miles of open· canal
eventually using it on the Navajo to the project site and 13 miles of
Reservation.
·
open canal through the project; the
Morgan, a Navajo, said water is canals would all be gravity flow.
the most essential need on the
On the project a series of small
Navajo Reservation and it was this pumps would be installed along the
need that sparked his interest in the canal which would feel two
project.
sprinkler systems. The sprinkler
"The Navajo Tribe is going to systems would consist of 524 miles
need more water than she presently of aluminum pipe used laterally and
uses. Her population is growing 125 miles of smaller pipe used as
and her economy is developing. The secondary lines.
Navajo Tribe is an agriculturally
The 25,000 acres on the project
based society and agricultural would be irrigated during a season
development is especially depen- of six months from May to October
dentupon water.
using 3.5 acre feet of water per acre
"It is for this reason that we have per season.
undertaken this project to try to
The first year SOOO acres would
alleviate the water problem in the be irrigated; the second year,
proposed project area,'' Anderson 15,000 acres and thereafter 25,000
said.
acres per year.
Morgan entered the UNM
Anderson and Rousseau, a
Cheyenne Sioux, said steps are engineering college through the
Native American Prograll) in the
6 College of Engineering (NAPCOE)
artd said he feels the program
New Mexico
.
ILY.
LO.BO
assisted
him in gaining a more
DA
thorough knowledge of . the
Vol.a1 · 381400 No. 15 1 engineering profession.
"It is more than jUst reading
Box 20, University P.O., UNM · books and going to class. It (NAPAlbuquerque, N.M. 87131
COE) bas brought out what
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
engineering really means to me and
4102,277-4202.
1 believe the program should be enThe New Mexico Dally Lobo Is published
couraged at UNM ...
Monday through Friday evory rcg·ular Week
Rousseau, who did not enter
of the- Univ~rslty year and weekly do ring the
summer ••••ion by 1hc lloord or Student
UNM ·through the program, but
Puhlic•tionsollhc University oiNew Mexico,
joined after enrolling at the Univerand Is not firinncia11y itSsdciated Wilh UNM.
Se<ond class postoge paid at AlbU<jUerque,
sity, agreed with Morgan's view of
New Mcxieo 87131. Subscription rotc Is
NAPCOE. "When I first came here
J1(1.i)Olorlhi!a~ndcmicyear.
1·· k-• ~ f • d
dh ) I
1'he opinions expressed on the oditori.nl
Was 00 lOg •Of nen San e P•
pages or The Dally Lobo Are those ot tbe
talked with Jim Shorty (NAPCOE
autlinr solely. UhSigncd opinion is that ol the
director) and he invited me to join.
(!ditorilil board of The Dally Lbbo. Nothing
h
printed in Tho Dally Loho nccosmlly
I've received a great amount of elp
repr•~entsthc views olthc University ol New
from the program and I appreciate
._M...".....1'".·___________,., it~· Rousseau said .
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Daily LOBO

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

.

~

Editorial

§

·A Closer Look

.~

'.

.·. . . .

PaY tJJtterence,~Needs Answ~r

Editor:
through their ectionsl to represent
On July 13, I .attended a meeting the 2,300 staff members on campus
of the University Staff Association as a bargaining agent oo matters cif'
which examined the problem of the employment. These people were
gross pay discrepanc;,ies between not asked by any appreciable
state and University employes. This · percentage of staff members to
issue needs. ·to be resolved intervene on their behalf.' They
equitably, and it should be the .con· were not elepted, and there is a
cern . of all University, staff question of the legality of their
members. However, this Associa· claims and actions. Yet· they are
~ion claims (both· directly and about to lobby the state legislature,
as representatives of the University
DOONESBURY
staff. They plan to organize staff
members on other state campuses
and bring their grievances to the ·
JIJP! THe
CtOS/1'16 WAs
media.
APIECE
I want it made clear that these
CJV<e!
people represent neither myself nor

Although at first glance it might not app.ear that students w.ere the real•

~ winners in UNM's battle with the department of Health, Education and

Welfare (HEW), a closer look at the complicated situation shows other·'
·
In ·the Fall of 1975, a male Chicano student received a grade
of D in a two-course, six-hour block of elementary education. The student
claimed he was being discriminated against and after several unsuccessful
""' attempts at the University to have the grade changed, he took his case to
HEW.
HEW OFFICIAL$, undoubtedly under pressure from minority groups in·
the past few years, launched a full-scale investigation into the case and
demanded the grading records of Prof. Keith Auger for the last thre.e
years.
At this point, the case became' not one of . a poor, victim-of- "'
discrimination student, but one of a federal agency trYing to violate the
rights to privacy of students and teachers. UNM President William Davis
refused to turn over the grades at first, but later, fearing reprecussions
from the agency, said he would'turn over the grades if requested to by ·
HEW Secretary Joseph Califano.
'
But last week, Califano notified Davis that HEW was dropping the case
and no longer wanted the grades.
DAVIS PRJ:DICTABLY lauded the HEW move and it appeared that
·
everything waswonderful in Scholes Hall again.
But the HEW decision left the door open for future investigations and
nnnmmJmmnllmJmnnm llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnll
that is where some scrutiny is in order.
The letter made made no mention of the fact that the agency dropped
the case because it was violating privacy. In fact, the reasons given for
dropping the case were not altogether clear.
What started out as another "poor little student is getting hassled py the
big bad professor" case, turned into an excellent oppportunity for the Editor,:
Rather than answer the scathing attack on my own
University to make some points about invasion of privacy.
THERE IS NO DOUBT that the grades requested by HEW would have· moral and· political attitudes lauched by an individual
been an infringement on the privacy of Prof. Auger and the students he who quite obviously has lost all sense of perspective
regarding the r111ativity of action, I would direct my
had taught for the last three years.
· We also question how the HEW can determine predjudice on the basis comments to the readers of the LOBO not in the form
of grades assigned to last names. If 10 Tom Smith's in a class get B's, 10 of excess responsorial verbiage, but rather as points of
people named Gonzales get B's and one Gonzales gets a D, does that in- clarification so that my true motivations will be
understood.
dicate predjudice on the teacher's part?
The basic syllogism involved in the "Cheesecake
We think not.
Conspiracy~'
was centered on the premised that (1)
AND WE THINK the requests to see the grades assigned to the 20
the
Cheesecake
Factory refused to sell my restaurant
Smiths and Gonzales' would be an invasion of their privacy. Students
I raised my prices to conform with
cheesecake
unless
should be allowed to choose Who they tell their grades to.
other
restaurants
in
the area; (2) to raise the price of
And Prof. Auger's privacy would surely b,e violated if a federal agency
could determine from grades and last names the degree of predjudice. If all an item on which I already make a reasonable profit
the minority students were given lower grades than non-minority students, would prove to be not only unfair, but placed under
. wouldn'.t it make sense for the group to bring an action? Such was not the the category of price-fixing, it would also be dishonest
and illegal; and (31 since the purposes of my being in
case.
Yes, students did come out as winners in this case; but winners for how Albuquerque in the restaurant business was to escape
the hypocrisies of big business in big cities, and to parlong?
ticipate in a field where my own morality would not
have to be sacrificed in the quest for profits.
Therefore, very definitely, it is a "principle" that I
am concerned with-a principle that involves itself
The acceptance of a new contract by Bernalillo County Medical Center with· the compromise of my moralitY and I will not sell
(BCMCI employees and the realistic negotiations by management and· that particular brand of cheesecake again, not just
labor representatives was an impressive display of how labor negotiations because of "someone telling me what I can and can't
do."
should work.
With relation to my involvement in the pro-life
The workers didn't shoot for the mO'on and the management didn't offer
· movement, I should begin by stating that I became inthem Siberia.
IT IS ENCOURAGING in these times of management-labor disputes to volved prior to its current popularity. My first acquainsee negotiations handled so well.
·
tance with Right to Life came when I isolated myself
The workers accepted a 40 cent-an-hour raise retroactive to July 1 and from the cries of the pro-abortionists long enough to
figure out. that what they at that time were esposing as
another 35 cent-an-hour raise to go into effect next July 1.
On the other hand, the management got its wish in having the employes a "tumor" as "part of a woman's body that she could
go to their choice in the final step of grievance procedure. The employes treat as she ·pleased" was really a ·human baby. And
did get a break in that they will have representation at each step of the that this baby was not only being killed "for the good
of society" but in the process was having its arms,
grievance procedure.
legs
and head cut off and sucked up into a vacuum
MARVIN .MONTOYA, president of the workers union, called off a
while
still alive. These same pro-abortionists years ago
possible strike nine days ago that could have disrupted delicate negotia- ·
for therapeutic abortions to be utilized onwere
asking
tions. We know Montoya was criticized by some immature workers for
ly
in
the
case
of saving the mother's life. This attitude
postponing a picket line that they looked forward to with childish glee, but
then evolved to become abortion on demand for any
the wise president made the right decision.
Although negotiations dragged at times and a federal mediator was call- reason at any time during a pregnancy. Now they' are
ed in, both sides. should be commended for acting without hurting pa- attempting to utilize taxpayers' funds to pay for the
abortions of the poor.
tientlh

~ wise.

't

J!

- Editor:
As almighty"god, I greet you:
The dismal· centuries have been
very cr!Jel to me. After .coming

Carrara DefendsA·bortion Stand

DOONESBURY

downthroughthe~:orridorspftime,

I am once again here, on earth, in
my beloved son's·flesh.

I want my .tax dollars spent to insure that the poor

Through these·ten-odd years-in
which we have been mailing these

are not denied the equal opportunity of education;
that no one need suffer due to. financial burdens the
lack of proper nutrition or housing; that the poor be afforded the same rights protections and responsibilities
that the affluent member of society is enabled to obtain and that every human being be allowed the dignity and respect of life they inherently deserve. I want
my tax dollars spent for those who don't.. have the
power to speak, who·-don't. have the strengtti to demand anq whose innocence doesn't allow then the
cunning to deceive. These are the poor - and in this ·
category of social status lives the pre-born child, who
will be killed by a society because he is "unwanted,"
"unloved," or "useless." Those tax dollars that the
pro-abortionists desire will not only be utilized to kill
baby human beings but will allow an attitude to be
created whereby "poor" people will be coerced into
killing their own children because it will be financially
expedient to do so.
If it is "narrow-minded" to believe that discrimination and denial of basic rights of any man, woman or
child is a wrong that must be corrected then I guess
I'm proud to say I'm "narrow-minded." If my "only
concern with self-determination" involves my personal economic: freedom, then I guess I had a lot of
people fooled when I worked in the Civil Rights campaign in the 60's, when I volunteered to counsel with
the gangs in New York City and helped sponsor an orphanage in the early 70's, when I now as President of
Right to Life am attempting to same innocent lives,
and as a member of the Citizens Advisory Group of
Albuquerque funneling over $27 million to the city's
poor during the past three years.
My economic freedom has nothing to do with my·
volunteer work. It wouldn't affect my pocketbook if I
didn't help anyone else, especially those not in a posi·
tion to help themselves, but I do attempt to help out of
inspirations of fairness and fear. For we all deserve the
opportunity to live and live equally in condition
because very simply this is fair. My fear is that unless
we strive for the personal freedom of all, our freedoms
will be challenged and fairness will have gone the way
of the 50 cent slice of cheesecake.
Joseph J. Carrero

..

Gallagher

Managing Editor

News Editor '

Rebekah Szymanski

Dolores Wood

·uri•Joned editor*ft rept ...nl , •
tNjarily. .,.._ al lho DoilY· LCIIIO

Tim

St.ff.. AI mh« tolumM,., cariOOM
lnd ...,... ,......,,. t~ opinton Of
·t~ at,fthor Bnd .do not nece~urirr
~efioer·tt~•.....,. ollh• tllff.

Sports Editor

Arts & Media Editor

Peter Madrid

George Gesner

.,
\

hopethatmyletterswnlbecherlshed for future generations to behold.
The newspaper industry is our king·
pin of hope. This is nota faith that
can be cast aside, as a worn garment, but loved fot all to see.

I pray, these letters have brought
you hope to undestand that I your
living god, am truly alive and not
hidi11thepagesofthe Bible.
With love and devotion, I close

---J:REETLITES
LOTH lNG
U::~XCHANGE
•

A Clothing Store

-·by Garry Trudeau
.He/, I HAD 70 DO

SOI€!1!/NO! HE!5
GOT fJG!ff t.rme
Wlif8ACIS 70 FeeD!

Copy Editor
Koren Panagakos

Don't Leave
Your Old Clothes
At Home!
Cashin On

A New Wardrobe at
STREETLIGHTS
3004 D Central SE
Ctrittal rind Dartmmllh

Mon- Sat 10-5:30
266-5275

·

T. Hunt

Advertising Manager
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TJIE CASA DEL SOL- The New Mexican food .restau.;..~~,nt
featuring· a wide selection of a Ia carte items. (opens August 22)
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TIIE TIO VIVO- The wheel and much more- a ..deli and
sweet shop too.
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TilE PRONTO-A full selection of fast food iterns served
pronto. (opens August 22)
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Come see for yourself.
We think you'll like the atmosphere,
service and quality!
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FREE SMALL COF'F'EE
just bring this coupon into any of
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Bill Halsoy
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Alternative for
Men and Women
where you can
buy, sell & trade
your clothes
vintage • contemporary
funk • imports • chic

·
Something New Is Cooking At The Union!
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drifted
us apart.
My heart'is
sad and heavy-lader.,
as I dictate these words of· hope;

·CAMPUS OFFICE
ORTEGA HALL • ROOM 233
Tu.,Th.,Fri. • 3:30·5:30pm.
Or Call 277
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by Garry Trudeau

Editor·in·Chief

this holy letter, which my holy spirit
as dictated to you, through my
blessed son, who wrote down my
very sacred words. My holy name
is never written on paper. My son
will sign his precious name, as he
blows you a kiss.

throughout
the andworld-the
letters to editors
publishers
response has been dismal.
~
With the passing of time, I
thought these letters would bring ~
us closer together, but time has ~

Letters to the editor...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewri1•9n' and double.
. spaced.
.,
. Sender's name, address and
phone nuinlier must be included with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld only by agreement
with the editor, in perso•·
. If a letter is .front' a .if'oup,
please include a name, pb.!Nle
number and address of a:
group member.

Editorial $oetd

the vast majority of the University
staff. I will not put my future into
the hands of amateur lobbyists and
organizers, who may have good in·
tentions, but little or no experience
in collective bargaining. These peapie have no right to claim to represent any~ody but themselves. If
they pursue their present course of
action, there is a very real possibility that they will sell out, or at best
short change, the ideals and goals
of workers on this campus who
want to work in dignitY for a fair
wage.
David Pinto
Clerical Specialist Ill
General Library

Editor:Crossed
I would like to thank Tom Hysom for pointing out that Joseph Carrero of
Car!aro's ~lzza is President of New Me!Cico Right to Life and an outspoken
antr-fem!mst (July 14 LOBO I, and take this opportunity to urge everyone
who behaves that legal abortion is the right of every woman in this country, to make it known to all friends and acquaintances Mr. Carrara's stand
on abortion and other feminist issues.
·
this
way,
We, can
show
our
disapproval
. In
of a group which chooses to coerce all people into following their own personal beliefs on an issue which should be one of personal choice. As has
been pointed out countless. times, the right to legal abortion forces no one
to have an abortion againllt their will, but making abortion illegal forces un·
..
wanted pregnancies on many women.
I, for one, will not patronize Carrero's Pizza, and will make every effort
to spread the word about his Right to Life activities.
Shanna Rampley

'Son of god_' Writes;
Blows Kiss Goodbye
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Never On Sunday Bus Policy Kept
'

0

Albuquerqueans will have to do
without
Sunday and night bus ser'til
vi.;e
for
a
while longer.
Cl
....l

~
0

;

u
';(

No agreement was reached between
city representatives· and of~ ficials of
the United Transportation
Union International (UTU) meeting
,.; Tuesday in Denver. · .
City n.egotiators were attempting
~
11. to obtam certification from the
U.S.
of Labor for a $1.08

z"'
.,

million federal grant which would because the city had not signed a
allow full bus service to be restored labor protection agreement acceptable to the UTU as required under
in Albuquerque.
section 13(C) of ·the Urban Mass
The city was forced to curtail bus Transportation Act of 1964 (UMservice drastically last March when TA).
the Labor Department refused to
.certify the city's request for Department of Transportation operating
UMTA requires such an agreegrants totaling $1,079,000 .
ment in or<:ler to gUI!rantee that no
transit workers are displaced or laid
The grant request was denied off from their .iobs without com-

pensation as a result of any project
financed by the grant money.
Ironically; 16 workers have lost
their jobs here because the grant
money has been withheld pending
approval of an agreement designed
to prevent workers from losing
their Jobs.
In addition to terminating night
and Sunday service, SunTran has
eliminated three bus ·routes
altogether, and reduced service oli'
several others.
Although an agreement between
the city and the local union had
already been negotiated, this contract has not been approved by the
national union. ·
Th.e controversy centers on the city's refusal to sign a standardized
"model agreement" created by the
American Public Transit Association and approved by the
Amalgamated Transit Union, AFLCIO and the UTU.

.

'

WITH

Some progress had been made at
the Denver · meeting although the
two major items remained at an impasse. Labor Dept. representative
Larry Yud called the meeting the
most encouraging to date. City
representatives included Frank
Kleinhenz, chief administrative' officer, Ed · Beck, director · of •
Transportation, John Martinez, city labor consultant, and Bill Tryon,
assistant city attorney. R.epresentatiyes of the Union included Bill
Mahoney, a Washington D.C. attorney, Ken Moore and Adolph
Martinez of the U.T.U.

Waterproof
8 Oz nylon

Map poeket---

_o....~

•

Another meeting will probably be
held sometime in August. If the
funds are not released by Sept. 1,
the city will lose the grant money
entirely unless a federal coun intervenes.

WILDERNESS EXPERiENCE

Adjustable
extension bar

I

The "Mode'! agreement" con".
tains sections, dealing with binding
arbitration, moving expense
pay~ents and layoff privileges
which city officials say cannot be
included under state law. · ·

Pholos by Phyllis Kushner
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Apodaca
Pushes'College'
~
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Double stitehing
on all zippers

606T T6 Aireraft
aluminum frame

Full mesh baekband
Nylon eoil
.
zippers thrnout

ruce King Lassoos
Into Go-vernors Ra
By Rebeka!! Szymanski

· ·
·
F~rmer governor Bruce King. formarly threw his cowboy hat into
the nng last Saturday and announced he was making another run for
the goyernorship.
,
··· King announced his candidacy at- a press conference in one of tlte
F~,..se
.. ason's, l;fotel's u~stair's ballroo~~~~n estima.ted crowd ·~t:
~~ a,4o~n. of wh1cb were frorn,~·PJC$&-Iistenecl as he clttd.·
sp~-~tho·ac~omplishment~ fro'!l his preyl§\iii term. . > . . t•:- .;•,
• 1'f tlill}li:.it 1s 'Yell r~ogmz~d. m t~1s sl!-ti!. ~ other states in the
coi!.IIB.'r (hat dunng my _admm1strau~~ -wherfbther local alld ~tlfte
govemmcnts were•suffenng huge defiCits; -we were able to operate
cOf)Qnually in the black/' he said~
King spoke to the crowd for about 10 minutes then gave the press an
oppOJtunitY to ask him a few questions. ·
Although there were KING FOR GOVERNOR posters' adornc:d
with ~rightly colored balloons posted on walls behind him, he had not
~ent10ne~ that he wa~ seeking. the office until someone asked him,
Does th1s mean you re runnmg for governor again? The former
governor confirmed everyone's suspicion then smiled and waved to
the cr,o:Wd as they applauded.
He said• it was "Certainly a heart'warming experience when he looked
over ~he crowd. Then he accepted more questions from the press.
H~ ~~id he would st~dy the proposals already put forth on the
possibility of a commumty college, but he would not like to see either
UNM or TV-I incorporate a community college. "UNM has done a
tremendous job-TV-I has done a tremendous job ... I would rather
s~e it (a community college) stand apart, rather than have it mingle
. ·
with two outstanding educational institutions."
On nuclear waste, King said he would favor disposing of it at the
spot where it is produced rather than transporting it someplace and
then getting rid of it.$
King said that if he were elected again, and his administration could
again operate in the black, these surpluses would either be spent on
something to help the state, or they would be returned to the taxpayers
in the form of a rebate.
.
He also stated that he would examine what Gov. Jerry Apodaca has
done for the state and then decide what programs and policies he
would continue. On Apodaca's 'government reorganization, he said
"We're certainly not going to tear down anything that helps Ne~
Mexico."
·

All new transfer or UNM re-admitted
students entering the College of. Arts &
Sciences must take and pass the Communications Skills Test the first
semester of their enrollment.

,·>. ·
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FOAM RUBBER

PADDED TOP for

snug comfortable fit.

SPLIT
LEATHER
UPPER
with reinforced ankle
cup for
protection.

r
NICKEL PLATED
EYELETS won't rust
or corrode.

'
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LJTILEWAY
CONSTRUCTION
with heavy leather
(;1~~-- insole.

Exemptions from taking the CST are
s~or~s of 25 or more ~n the English portion of the ACT, 45 on the English sub·
ject test of CLEP or a Verbal Score of
552 on SAT. If you have any of the
above scores bring them to.
201 Ortega Hall.

The next test is August 15th,
6:30 pm in the Kiva. ·
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Women Studies

Sex & Value

Joyce Treblicott

Phil241.002 (3)
Women in

M W 3-4: 15

Meridel Rubenstein
,
Media & Education

Art Ed 493.002 (3)

Feminist Perspectives
on the Family

Th 12: 30-3: 15

tle~6t901.4

,,
,·;
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TWO 'STRONG
MIDSOLES for
support.

VIBRAM® LUG
SOLE AND HEEL
for traction.

:'

.,

•

For hiking a trail or for hiking aroua411 town. the Vasque 'cascade
. will give you comfort and support. Its one of our lighter boots•
perfectly .uited for use with a light pack. In women•s and men• a
sizes $49.00 women•s and $51.00 men's

Joyce Treblicott

Phil44L002/541.002 (3)
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New Courses In

The top opening S.frame paek by Wilderness Experieuee is
made to be used and used hard. Come look it over and eompare it with others you've ·seeu. Shoulder straps and waistbands are stitehed sb times and strel!ilS seams twlee. Only the
finest materials go Into this paek, and the sewing q•aallty Is exeellent. Come see it. Prlee $85,.00
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Do Not Be Disenrolled!!II
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Pholo by Anlca .Pissf\ra

jeopardize the immediate future of take place in the event that the
estaplishment of a community colthe University of New Mexiico."
lege
becomes a reality," he said.
Eloy Romero, UNM professor ·
of continuing education said at the
meeting that setting up the comCOMING SOON!
munity college as an independent
entity is considering. the worst
possible of alternatives. Romero
said that there might be a conflict
between UNM and the community
college. Apodaca responded saying
that he believed UNM's role in the •
community college would be one of
cooperation with a possible
representation on its board.
Apodaca said that more meetings
would be planned between himself
and representatives of U of A, TVI,
and President William Davis of
~NM .. "These meeting~ will begin.
d}scuss1on of how transition mal"

Heliare welds

Generously
padded waistbelt - -

.l

Oov. Jerry Apodaca addressed
himself to community concerns at
an open meeting held at the University of Albuquerque last Friday the
Incorporation of U of A into the
proposed community college for
the city of Albuquerque was the
topic of the meeting.
Apodaca,J>aid, "The community
college Would improve educational
benefits. for thousands of people in
~his.community who are simply beIng Ignored." He explained further
that, "Many of these people cannot
be' absorbed into UNM for
economic reasons or otherwise.''
The governor made it clear that
the communty college wasn't going
to be designed for ill-prepared
students. Apodaca said, "I don't
want to start off this concept of a
community college with any idea
that it's going to be a dumping
ground for those people that UNM
. does not accept."
.Apodaca focused on the concerns
of people who would be affected by
the changeover. He assured the
participants at the meeting that the
needs of U of A students would not
be ignored, their curriculum would
not "go by the wayside" and their
audit continuing education program would continue.
The governor said, "UNM is
concerned that the conception of
any commupity
started by

Th 2-5

Philosophical & Charlene McDermott '
Religious Perspectives on Women

MOUHTAIXS

W 6:30-9:15 p.m.
Interested in Women & Sports?
Please leave your name at Women
Studies if you would like such a course.

Phil341.006 (3)

For more information call Women Studies 277-3930.
Or stop by the office in Marron Hall; room 233.

AMD
·

-women StudieS is an tnierdlsclpllnary program Whose focll5 Is lemh11sm and women'~
contributlon.s in the .past, lhelr present .dtu~tlon, t~eft future pOS.SiblliliCS'._ w_e Invite new
ilnd retutnlng students to visit the Women Studjes otflcc 11fid rellding room In Marron Hall, •
Room 233. For' eour.se descriptions or more tn£6rmaUoilj please call Women StudieS,
277-39.10 or !lop by lilly time From 811115.
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A Chapter in Ancient History?.

HEW Clears Auger

The Energy Shortage
By Robert R, Lee
A scientist who has served on a
fresidential advisory commission
warned Monday at UNM that there
is an energy crisis, and said that he
''cannot emphasize enough" the
importance of President Carter's
energy plan.
Dr. Arthur H. Purcell spoke on
the UNM Mall as part of the
--------:------------.-!.:.:::::..::.:...::~.:.;::::______________
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The Associated Students of the University of New Mexico,
ASUNM, manages 1/2 million doll;trs of student ·money
annually. ASUNM manages your activity fee (solely) for the
students benefit, providing:

.Discounts
Popular entertainment Series
. Duplicating Center and film processing
Child Care Co-Op
Cultural Events

Speakers
Intramurals
Film Committee
Crafts

Free Entertainment
Fiesta
Homecoming
ASA Gallery

Lobo

KUNM
Poetry Series -

Executive Committees
O.R.C.A., the Office of Research and Consumer Affairs, provides
90nsumer & rental aid to all ASUNM members.

{./
[/

S.C.R.C., the Student Community Rdations Committee, seeks to

(/
~·

inform all 'stu<;Ients and the general public on current University and
•
community matters.
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Your Student Government seeks to represent student
interests and needs your input and involvement.
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Office Hours: 8:00 a~m. to 5:00 p.m.
Locatio~u Suite 242
(2nd floor, south end of SUB)
Telephone: ·277-5528

''Lecture Under the Stars" series, designed .to put the most advanced
Purcell is adjunct associate technology into ·use and to develop
prof~:ssor of civil, mechanical and inexhaustab!e sources of energy."
.
.\
environmental engineering at
Asked
what
response
he
would
George Washington University,
and has served on the President's make to the criticism that too much
Science Policy Task Force and emphasis is being placed on nuclear
energy, Purcell said, ''I think that
Planning Commission.
criticism is valid, but you have to
remember that . the utility comPurcell called Carter's energy panies are in business to make
. plan "the .first comprehensive money in the short term, There.
attempt by the federal government have been exceptions (to extreme
. to deal with the energy problem.. I' positions) on both sides, but there
cannot emphasize enough the have been some atrocities of inimportance of the plan. While you sensitivity to both the dangers and
may not agree with specific the alternatives to nuc.lear power."
measures, the objectives and underlying principles of the plan are·
Asked about the administration's
quite sound." .
·
""
position on nuciear power, Purcell
said, "The original position was
Purcell, director of. the Technical nuclear power as a last resort,· but
Information Project, Inc., also in recent weeks, the administration
said, "We must convey to one seems to be drifting more toward a
another that we have a problem. A balance. The administration would
recent national poll showed that 60 seem to like to keep the use of
per cent of those polled believe we nuclear energy in the U.S. to a
but export the
have no energy problem now, and minimum,
that we will have no energy problem technology at the same time. The
energy plan has further polarized
in the future."
this issue.''
The speaker said the "immediate
objective" of Carter's energy pl!m
When asked why there . is not
is • 'to reduce, not end, our more discussion of nuclear fusion
dependence on foreign oil." Purcell · (as opposed to the present emphasis
· said this would be done mainly on fission),· Purcell responded,
through the creation of a ten-billion "Fusion is something very much in
barrel stockpile of oil, theoretically the infant stage. It's very expensive
enough to last through ten months at this stage, so it's a question· of
of another oil embargo.
priorities-wliere are we going to
spend our money? I'm not a fusion
Another objective of the expert, but some of the previous
President's plan, Purcell said, is to opinion is that it (fusion) is a little
cut U.S. energy demand with far out."
minimum social and economic
impact.
·
Purcell noted, however, that
Sandia Laboratories has, in recent
A third goal of the plan is to months, made some interesting
develop, ."renewable, essentially breakthroughs in· controlled laser.;
inexhaustable sources of 'energy, fusion.
such as geothermal, solar, nuclear ·
and wind," Purcell said.
Purcell .emphasized the itpPurcell described the administration's three main ap- portance of taking energy conproaches to these energy goals as servation · seriously, saying,.
conservation, conversion to coal "Together we can turn the energy
and "a vigorous national program crisis into simply another chapter of
of .research and development, ancient history."

.
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After months of tension between . reprisal for filing the first suit, to be
the administration !lnd faculty, the., . without grounds,
· 'tY .has ..been cleared .of
umvers1
UNM President William E. Dav1"s
.
charges of d1scrimination Qiade by sid he is .gratified by the de.cision,
a UNM
·student.
·
but not surpr. ised.
Th. Off
.. e · 1ce of Civil Rights of The
Education Prof. Keith Auger
Dept. of Health, EducatioJ;I and "has a superb and. well-deserved
Welfare (HEW) told the University reputation for fairness," Davis
that
. charges
fil d b of grade discrimina- ' said. "The Un.iversity m;Ide an ev"'
t1on
Ie
Y the student are un- austive i.nvestigation o. fthe case and
f ounded •
. satisfied. itself that the student had
HEW
I so found a second ·suit simply i'ece1'ved an·.. unsatJ"sfacto"".·
.
a
f'l d b h
.,,
1
Y t e student
be d
d f alleging he had . grade for unsatisfa. ctory work."
, ~n roppe
rom the special
Other Chicanp students in the·
c:ducation department as a result same class had written the dean

'

'd ~
e ending the fairness of the professor and · saying ·the student
deserved the unsatisfactory grade.
The case caused strained r.ela·
·
!ions between the administration
and faculty when the HEW asked
for Augers grade records.
Davis first refused to hand over
h
t e recor ds, but was under great
pressure to do so because HEW had
threatened to withhold the approx· te.·$10
· provides
·
1ma
. m1'II"10n I,t
UNM.
Th
UNM
F
It
s
. e
.. ~acu.. y enate and the
Academic Neddom and Tenure
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BCMC ·Contract

Gives 40cJ: Raise

~
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Bernalillo Country Medical
Center (BCMC) employes are making 40cenis an hour more this week
because of a new contract accepted
by a 168 to 3 vote last Friday.
The contract calls for workers to
receive a 40. cent-an-hour raise

'

•

a

\

retroactive to July t, and another
35 cent-an-hour hi~e next July 1, ";:,
The employes Will also have :-repres~ntation during each step of \0
the gnevance procedure as a result :::l
of the new contract.

\_
\
\

i

The management won a concess~on in having their choice for the
fmal step of medication chosen.
Federal I?Iediator Henry Meywes
was called m to act as an arbitor in
the action.

(Cont. on page IO)

•

BCMC employes union president
Marvin Montoya said, "It's a pret~y good contract. We can live. with
It for a few years."
being passed over in selection for
the new U]Jiversity of Arizona
president. He was known as an
amiable person who' solved many
problems without much hassle.
John Perovich, vice president for
business and finance, has one of the
"Mission lmposible" r tasks at
UNM--balancing an annual budget
Which almost inevitably falls short
of what the university says it needs
to survjve.

Somehow Perovich manages to
complete his task every year, and
has kept the""University out of a
New York City fiasco.

COMING SOON!

Associate Provost for Research
and Graduate affairs Paul Silverman is predictably in charge of the
graduate school and tries to obtain ·
research money. Reportedly,
Silvermen was one of the finalists in
the race for orovmt.
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The Arete Is deslgued to be
extemely Ught aud eompaet
lor the weight eouselous.
Total weight Is ouly & lbs. 5
ozs., paek size Is 5" x 1.8".
Outer sheD Is 1.5 oz. ripstop
uylou. It has &0 ozs. of prime
duek dowu aud a 5" nat loft.
So If you're traveUug light,
the Arete eau be a real good
frleud. See It at Mouutalus &
Rivers.

ASUNM "Circus"
A Dead I mage?
By Susan Wilton
,. The cir~us.iJ?tage of the Associated Students of UNM (ASUNM) is an
unage which no longer reflects UNM's undergraduate student government
.:;ays ASUNM President Tom Williams
'
"I have· not even seen or heard of ASUNM being called a circus since
.befo.re the last semester, except in regard to the Student Court " said
WUiiams. ·
'
.•ASUMM, in its management of student activities' fees, allocated about
$350,000 a year of the students' tuition.
.
''On the basis of our attempted involvement (in the community) and the
dollar figure (we administer), ASUNM is different from what high school
stud~nts expect from their student coiJncils,'" Williams said.
• It Is .the amount of money ASUNM administers and its election pro·
cesses. that have caused the name circus to be applied to the student govern•
me'nt m the past.
·
·wmiam~ said he expects the Senate to be a "more serious group of peo•plewho will work hard."
.
He said there are several w~ys stude~ts will be affected by the student
.~overnme?t. St~dents who get mvolved m ASUNM will find that the learn·
.!~g e.xpene?~e. 1s better than that offered in any class, Williams said.
: ·So~1~l actiVIties (at UN~), and that kind of involvement, make for a
'!]?~" well-roun~ed education,'' Williams said.
·-. Th~, avera~e student can take advantage of free and discounted
_(hmgs, he said. Some of the free activities made possible by ASUNM
.~o?ey are the ASA. Gallery (in the SUB), the ASA Poetry Series, Fiesta (a
.spnng semester festival), Homecoming and the Student Daytime Activities
:(1!1 the SUB). .
:Discounted activities are th~ Popular Entertainment Committee (which
JPOns<;~rs.co.~certs), Sp~akers C?mmittee (Which organizes free or low•cost
spea~ers~, Film Committee (Which shows films in the SUB at low cost) the
,Dup~Jc~tmg C~nter (in the SUB), and the Child Care Co-op.
'
. Wllhams sa1d ASUNM "has the potential to do everything a small city
g~vernme?t does". by making use of and expanding the ties ASUNM has
_w1th the city and the state governments. "ASUNM has the potential to actually effect a change," he said.
· ·
~ 1W,illiams said he W?uld characterize the student government as problem
l:S9 vmg rather than agitating.
. "But do?'t get me wro~g. We're not going to look for t~ouble. but if·
someone stmgs, us, we'll stmg back," he said.
'

..

COMING SOON
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A Boutique Shop
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Susan Walton
Students receiving financial aid
at UNM who find themselves
desperately short of cash before
they get their checks will have a way
out of their delim111a.

Financial Aid Disbursement

z
0

....

~ . ~he Finll!lcial Aid's office will inll< dlVldually mterview students .who
feel they need their money before
the. date they are able to pick up
the1r checks from the University
C1!5hier's Office.
ASUNM Attorney General Les
Marshall said he had talked with
Charles Sheehan, director of Financial Aids, about the problems facing students who run out of money
before they are able to pick up their
financial aid money.

,,
(I

Fall Semester 1977
August 22, 1977
552-00-0000 to 585-16-9999
Angus( 23, 1977
·• 435-00-0000 to 524-99-9999
August 24, 1977
217-71-0000 to 434-99-9999
August 25, 1977
585-75-0000 to 999-99-9999
August 26, 1977
585-60-0000 to 585-74~9999
August 29, 1977
525-00•0000 to 551-99-9999
August 30, 1977
585-17-0000 to 585-40-9999
August 31, 1977
000-00-0000to 217-70-9999
September 1, 1977
585-41-0000 to 585-59-9999

first two weeks ot' school, with .hat could put him far behind in his
"A year ago they switched to the students picking up checks ac- studies," he said.
social security number system for cording to their social security
Marshall, -who said he had been
giving· out the checks and it didn't numbers. Marshall said this cut working to change the financial aid
work too well at first," Marshall down 'on the lines~ but also caused · process since August, 1975, said
said. He said the problem was that another problem. ''If the student's there .is now a solution to the book
all the checks were given out in the number put him on the last day to problem, "If the students don't
first week of school and that the receive his check and he had no have money to buy books until they
Jines
were
too
long. money, that could mean he would get their checks, they can show their
Last spring semester, the distribu- not be able to buy his book~ until (financial aid) award letter to the
tion of checks was extended to the !:OV_o_w_ee_k_s_o_f_s_ch_o_o_l_h_a_d..:p..:a..:.s~se:.:d:.:a::n::d:_..:.b..:.o.:..o:.:.ks:.:t.:.o::.:re:..:a.c:_nd:....:w::.:i:::ll:_b:e:.::a:b:le:._t:::o:..:::b~uy:_

S16500

New
1977-78
FALL-SPRING
RATES

MONTH
On Campus

I tctlJOe:s:

• Meals
• Telephone
• Utilities
• Reduced Parking
Rates
• Linens

ROOM AND ·sOAR-D
*$1 ,490/year, based on Double Occupancy, 7 Day Meal Plan

UNM RESIDENCE HALLS
Contact: Hou~ing Reservations
La Posada Hall

We Deliver
City
Wide
268-2300

·books on credit (with no financial
charge) until they get their money,"
he $ald.
Marshall said it was irnportanuo
note that the Financial Aid's office
would allow students to pick up
qhecks early only if the students
could. prove a hardship case.
Robert Nordstrurn, accounting
supervisor at Student Accounting,
said the Cashier's Office would be
able to serve llp. to 50 hardship cases
a day, refered to them through
. Financial Aids.
·
"The line of students picking up
their checks (during the two week
period) tappers off at about 2:30
p.m. so we will begin handling the
hardship cases at 3 p.m.," he said.
Students who find they must
have· money before the day they are
scheduled to receive their checks
should go to Financial Aid for their
individual interviews. If Financial
Aids agrees that there is a hards.hip,
it will issue a clearance card for to
student to take to the Cashier's
Office after 3 p.m. that day. If
more than 50 students are given

• •

'

· StUdents who must" show a·
receipt of tuition payment in order
to sign up for classes may take their
financial aid award letters to the
Cashier's office any time and the
cashier will stamp. their cards to
clear them for registration· before
they go to the Registration Center,
Marshall said.
Sheehan, the director of
Financial Aids, is. on a leave of
absence until December, so
Marshall said any student who has
questions about the procedure
should call him (Les Marshall) at
the ASUNM .office, 277-5528.
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The new convenient way for Non-Resident Students and :); -"'•
Staff to take care of those between class aria work meals. ~~ti

~

fh~ ~, l~nl.-fe -~a'ld ~-. ~~·
•GL

NOW there is a way to buy, in advance, all those dinners •·J ~
before your Wednesday night lab, an. d for many other
:::~c'~
...•
meaIs you need to have while on campus.
!~· ,..;,
~'-'
. '~::;
Use ENTREE card ($9.00) for $10 worth of any~
combination of meals at La Posada
i. c~
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Conmftce.

17

8

s.c.

·s.c •

1 year-

Ret.

H·.s • .,Gr~d..
Univ. Grad.

~ups

El Valle

of New
Mexico

Citbena
• Bank of
Al'>~"l'

ll

3

1

s.c.

' s.c.

s.c,

·Dis.*
Free Checking
with Minimum $400,00

Bank

American
!lank of

Churches
C:J.vic

Free CQeCking s.c.

~tate

~·nk

U.N.M. St.

AtP.s.•

Fideliey
National
!lank

4
s.c~

St,
Non-profit

First
National
Bank

1

·S.c.
1 y~ar-

Grad~

H.s.

No

$500, 00'

$300.00.

s.c.
A,r.s.

Southw!'St
llat;lonal

Bank

Western
Bank

2

s.c.

Rat~re4

Univ, Gtad. Med. St.

Organiza.-

$400,00

Nat 1 1 Bank .

17

4

s.c.
Teachers
St.
Cov.
Etnployccs

ti,.ona
V~rieo

Plaza
dd Sol

$300,00

$300.00

$300,00

$100 Bal.
/$2,00 or

$1.50

$300.00 .

$300,00

Balance
Monthly Service Charge
for ·non• free

Account•
(balance/
charge)

$100/
$3.50
$300/
$3.00

$1.00 +
6¢/check

$400/

$2,50

MinillOJm
Initial
!)epoait

+

$100 Bal./ $1.00 +
$2,50
6¢/check
$100 Bal. $100 Bal,/ $200 llal./
$1,50
/10¢/check 30¢/ck,

$500 Bal. $1,00

$100/
$3.50
$300/
$3,00
$400/
$2.50

/6c/check

8~/check

or 6¢/ck.--:·

"

Check

$1.00 +
8¢/chcck

no chargn

$50,00

·$100,00

$50,00

$100,00 .

$50,00

$200,00

$100,00

$50,00

$200,00

$50,00

$7.59

$5,00

$7;50

$5.00

$5.• 00

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

$7.50

$1,00 +

$5,00

$2.00
1 week•
$2.50.

$4.00

$2.00

$3,00

$1.00

$1,00

$5.00

$1.00 +
50¢/month

50¢/month
CHECKS

,0

200 Peraonal•
·lzed, Scenic/ $3,35/
non-ocenic
$3,10

$3,24/
$3,01

$3.28/
$3.01

$3,29/
$3.09

$3.24/
$3,01

$3.74/
$3.51

$3,30/
$3,10

$3.45/

$3.50/
$3,25

$3.75/

$3.20

$3.51

Varies

yea

no

no

yes

no

yes

yea

no

Y!"l

yes

Free Line.

*

$200 Bal,
/$1,00 or

$100/
$3.00
$200/
$2.00
$300/
$1,00
$300/

$1.00

Stop Payment $3.00

Checkl

15¢/chccl<
15¢/checl<

$1.00 or
$25,00

Bounced

no

St.••tudent, S •. c.-s.enior citizen, Ret.•retired:J Dis.-diaabled

· Sample New Mexico Public Interest Research Group Bank Survey taken June 1977·
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·solar Class
Solar energy is here today and PIRG is
teaching a course on it. This fall, Jim Feeney,
our researcher, will be the instructor for
Energy: Renewable Resources- a one credit·
course in the Undergraduate Seminar Program.
The sun offers a . new path from the
dangers of more atomic power plants and
may release us from the grip of the multinational oil companies. ItS' energy is available
for man's use today through solar radiation,
wind, tides and bioconversion. Our course
surveys these renewable sources of energy
that are increasing in use every day. The
body of this course deals with direct solar
radiation and its use by solar batteries, solar
panel~ for hot water and space heating, and
photovoltaic cells for generators of electrici·
ty. Discussed also is the national policy
which has delayed widespread use of these
forms of energy.
tours of solar facilities will be scheduled
and guest speakers will address the class on
their specialty. Classes will be held Wednes•
day, 3:00·3:50 and is offered as Hum. 144.

carlisl~

6 .. 79

6.84

6.90

4.18

Oairy ·Total

6.82

'. 34

Processed FoOd Total

7.90

~ Sta~lss

Non ... tood Total
TO'l'ir.t

\

HIGH~lt

Total

Poodway

'ide

3 .. 25

bakety

'

II

{;

.Un'conditi.onal St,

McLeod

p·.roduee Total ,
;

On th~ alley between
Stanford and Cornell
,;

BrJ~.nch~

MAR~E~_D~SKET_SURVEY

~

.

Number of

J

Albuq, •
NaUonal.
Bank

_-A sixth staff liJilmber·was hired in July
when David Miller joined NMPIRG. David
received his law degree in 1974 and has worked with the Legal Aid Society and the New
Mexico State Legislature.
His involvement with PlRG began in 1972
as a volunteer researcher. David says, "The
PIRG group has offered me the opportunity
to work on projects that I believe in- working for the public interest."
Besides having experience in public interest..,
law, David has worked on projects on environmental concerns and political reform.

4.29

a.Gt

Si\MPLE
Pi~qty

Cahdelarict
1.36

Pig~ly

Sa!e~o~ay

Old

Saf.cway
Lomas

Pi9qly GlObe
LOmas Lomas

.l'uan
'!'abo

TOWJ'i

6.51

6.13

6.15

6.27

6 .• 16

4.1~

4.01

4.37

4.Ji

3.26

3.55

1.09

7.06

'/. 0 5

7~33

8.60

9. 36

a. JB

8.93

e.2s

1.51

1.-41

'· 33

6.8~

6.95

1.54

1<51

7.51

7.22

3.41

3.64

3.98

3.98

3-.$7.

;>. 9:l

3.53

35.12

38.1S

3.8.9'1

38.79

36.20

311. ?5

36.27

8.61

38.10
s.s~

10.9i

1o.u

35.14

lO,:!i

Sample NMPIRG Market Basket Survey taken May, 1977

..

"I will continue to work in the environmental field, especiallly in the areas of
conservation, nuclear and solar power, and
utility company reforms.:• David is currently
working with staff and student volunteers on
food and nutrition, day care centers, and a
study of agribusiness.
"I look forward to working with all of you
in the year ahead," says David, "your student years are a great time to begin your pursuit of the public interest. 1f we don't meet
each other on campus please stop by either of '
our offices."

Come Join Us

,,

New at UNM'l Unsure of where to pur- you with these and any other questions you
·
chase the best buys in food, how to find might have.
In the offices at 139 Harvard, S.E., and on
health care and insurance, or the proper prothe second floor of the SUB, you can find-the
Renter's Guide, Solar Renter's Handbook,
food . buying information, Taxing N.M.
Uranium, Land developing in New Mexico,
and other valuable pamphlets produced during the year by our staff and volunteers.
Perhaps tou would like to talk to the staff:
Jim Feeney - Energy - Nuclear
Disposal, Renter's Guide
David Miller - Child Day Care Environment- Bikeways
Richard
Moore - Food
and
Pharmacy Surveys
Debra Shead - General Information •
Volunteer Organizer

cedures for moving into a new apartment?
Well, whether you're an incoming freshman
or a seasoned student, New Meltico Public
Interest Research, Group would like to help

Market Basket Survey

..,t~
:.
...
"'
';

Bank

Don't sign that lease until you've read
PIRG's Renter's Guide. Avoid all those common .landlord/tenant hassles by knowing the
law first. This 20 page booklet is packed with
valuable information for every tenant/laildlord.
New Mexico law gives citizens many important rights to protect them from those
tenants and landlords who may be unconscionable. Our handbook spells out these
rights in· question-answer format. It covers
what to look for upon moving into a new
place, tenant and landlord obligations and
remedies, leases deposits, what to do upon
leaving a place and going to court. It also offers a .list of emergency housing locations,
legal services and sample letters of various
types of notifications. A model lease and
apartment condition checklist are available
to those who want them.
Save yourself possible future11riefby pick·
ing up the Renter's Guide today. It's free to
· UNM students and $1.00 to others.

investigator.
"Many· young people have protein excretion. when they are standing up, but not when they are lying
down, and this is not particularly
serious;'' Avasthi said. "A few of
these patients, however, do have
serious kidney disease."

O·.t t<Ht'lr{i 0 q

.

Firat
Stata

Free
Renter's
Guide

Avasthi is working o~ a method
to test protein excretion in young
people, trying to find out if they
might have kidney disease. Richard
Goldman, M.D., is his co-

5

Volume III, Number I

PIRG Grows Again

Grant Recipient
Explores Kjdneys

Hio-6 J & !hit &'&.·e ld r'O-a-'0'-6

...

This Is
PIRG

New Mexico PIRG i~ an activ~. full-time ,
force representing student concerns and the ·
: public interest. It is funded by over 15,000
students at UNM and contronea by a board
composed of elect!'ld student representatives
at UNM: PIRG employs a full~time'staff of
attorneys, scientists and researchers to work
in a number of environmental, consumer and. '
human rights areas.
.
T!tiS' newsletter is a brief look at an active
social change organization working on your.
behalf; We-are opposing two attempts to
make New Mexico the nation's radioactive
waste garbage-heap. We .have published the
Renter's Guide and soon will publish more
consumer guides and surveys on banks, ·in,
surance companies, fireplaces and firewood,
solar equipment buying and home buying.
More aid is given ~he student co)lsumer by
our grocery store food price .survey and our
prescription drug price survey.
Our .researchers are working with students
to find solutions to parking and bicycle problems on campus and to meet child care needs
, of the UNM community. Students may ob"
tain college credit in the courses we teach or
for work on one of our projects. We are
working to solve many of to.day's problems·
concerning students.
Stop in to see how you can combine your
enthusiasm with the expertise of our staff to
achieve con~tructive social chilnge.

Committee voted to back Davis' have been taken to assure that redecision.
~ QUeStS for SUCQ information wJil be
Davis then wrote a letter to HEW made only after a "critical need"
Secretary Joseph Califano asking for the in formation has been
that the request to release the established.
gr~des be withdrawn. But Davis
. Tate! said the Washington civil
sa1~ he would release the grades if
nghts office had meticulously
reviewed the entire investigation file
Cal1fano let the request stand.
Office of Civil Rights Director in the UNM case. He said it found
David S .. Tate! said the UNM ap~ release, of the grades was not needed
peal had c;msed a thorough review and
that
·"the
charge
of HEW policies in grade of grading discrimination ... cannot
discimination "cases and that steps be sustained."

.><&-

(505) 277- 2757

87106

-------------------~--------~----------~~----

cleara!lce 'cards on one day because
of hardship cas.es, the stude!lt will
have to wait until the next day at 3
p.m, Hardship cases will be sent to
the Cashier's Office· before their·
.assigned date all 10 days of
financial aid disbursement.
Marshall said there are two other
possibilities for students who are
short of cash. "Financial Aids can
make short term loans·of up to $100
and the Dean of 'Students can make
short term loans of up to $50 for
students in need."

. More HEW

A special grant from the New
Mexico Kidney Foundation will
assist a UNM medical school professor in his research to find a new
~ay to diagnose kidney disease.
Pratap S. Avasthi, M.D., assistant professor of medicine and a
staff physician at the Veteran's
Asminisration Hospital, has been
named the winner of the annual
$1,500 state research award. The
check was presented by Barbara
Vigil, R;N., president of the New
Mexico Kidney Foundation.

Me~co

Post Office Box 4564, Albuquerque, New

'

These people can discuss their research with
you and/ or help you define a research pro·
ject of your own •
You need not wait around for PlRG to
·define the issues. We want and need, your
ideas and input. It is possible to get university credit for looking into a community:
problem or doing research on a project that
could ·have local or statewide impact. This
could be done on ·a Problems Course bllsis. If
there's an issue you feel .strongly enough
about to devote some time to it and at the
. same time earn credit, check out the
possibilities with NMPIRG.
Whether yotJ need information, assistance,
tit would like to volunteer, we would be hap-·
py tp talk wi.th you. Come in and meet us
.,Monday through Friday from 9-5 or tall at.

· The New Mexico Public Interest Research
Group (PIRO) has completed four market
basket price survey's. Albuquerque residents
could reduce their food bills by up to 13 per
cent. ''We plan to make _sure ·consumers
know which stores qive the lowest prices by
·repeating our sur.vey every three weeks.''
says Richard Moore, coordinator of the·
market surveys. At present ·V{e have been
surveying nine stores throllghoutthe city. We··
would like to continue this survey and !Ire
asking anyone who would like to: volunteer .
two to three hours every· three · weeks to
please contactNMPlRG at 277-'2157 or come
by the office at 139 Harvatd SE.
277·2757.
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Photo by .Koren Panag~ll;os

Photo by., W. T. HUnt
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Photo by J'hyiUJ Ku'ltaer
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Dinner
Special
Curry Chicken, Sp!ced Beef,
Satee Babi, Vegetables & Rice

Pltolo by W. T. Hunt

'

,'
'

()

Hours Duily
llam -12pm
Telephone 765·5671
1600 Central SE

ALL. l1®\YJOO~~ -SALE

Bank
,."
)'

f
f

CONTINUED

No Service Charge Checking for
UNM Students
and
Faculty, Staff & .Employees

20o/o OFF
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shop

Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
2500 Louisiana, NE 1213 San Pedro, NE 2901Candelaria,· NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico Phone 298-8777
·
Member FDIC

Complete Head Shop with
Continuous Discount Prices
Adult Games • Party Suppli&s
5001 MoQtgomery NE

833·1587

21 ~0 Central S. E•

243-6954

.....

..

Ftampton Live '.77

In Concert

· Review by George Gesner
- a. feeling that he was enjoying
He appeared on stage like the h1m~elf, and that he enjoyed
new ~essiah~ clad in flowing white play•.ng for the f~ns,
garments, raising his hands high to
W1th the opemng notes of "Show
the 11,000 rock worshippers who Me. The W~~·" the fans showed
came to attend the man they call their recogm!lon and appreci11tion
:Peter Frampton.
·.
·
for the first big Frampton hit.
There was · a feeling of Frampton also used the talk box for
. restlessness in tbe c.rowd. That the first time, a device that has
.
quiet restlessness, as jf a calm become his trademerk.
before a storm, erupted into wild
The band immerged into some
hysteric. screams when the man with· heavy-scale rockers such as "Tried
the golden locks appeared with just
an .acoustic guitar in hand. He
soaked in the warm reception for a
few minutes before he started
playing.
· Frainption opener;! with a solo of
''All .I want To Be," obviously
planmng the sequence of his· show
. to start off like a March lamb and
burst out like a lion. His plan
'·
worked.
He then introduced his band
(Bob. Mayo, keyboards and guitar;
Stanley Sheldon, bass; John
Siomos, dmms). They went into
the acoustical hit "Baby, I Love
Your Way."
The gentle pace was broken by
the electric-guitar wizardry of
Fra~p!?n . in "Someting's Happenmg With excellent guitar riffs
throughwot tl}e piece.
A sense was coming over me that
F~amption was communicationg
With. the . c!owd .with a special
chansmatlc a1r. Th1s was evident in
"L'mes on my
u
Jlace," a dream-like
number, where he made friendly
gestures to the crowd and conveyed

Petet Ftampton, man of the hout

To Love'' off the new album, ''(I'll
Give YoU) Money" and "It'~ A
Plain Shame."
The event event everyone was
antiCipating soon surfaced from the
stage as the band played the piece
that received the best response of.
that whole evening.
It was
Framptons's best number "Do You
Feel Like We Do." Frampton;
(Cont. on page IS)

Pbolos by Koren l'llnltako•

The ·college Inn
· offers you time
to d~. the things
you want to do.

wants to ·welcome you
to the 1977-78
school year
.

.

If you haven't visited us
before, we hope you can
drop by before the rush.
Most textbooks, new & used,
are already available.
.

.

And, if you have time
to browse, visit our
other departments:
General Books
Technical Books
Children's Books
Stationary & Art Sqpplies
Gifts
Waiting to serve you.

:-.
,_., ..

.UNM
Bookstore

"The Island of Dr. Moreau," The film stars Michael York as
by Don Taylor, MW AJ;'drew Braddock, Burt Lancaster
showmg at the Los Altos Twin as Dr, Moreau, Nigel Davenport
Theatre..
Bar bra Carrera and .Richard
. Revaew IJy George Gesner
Basehart;. . ·
,
Th~ !sland of Dr. Moreau, an_ . York IS shipwrecked on a jungle
ad~ptatJOJ_l o.f H. G. Wells' cl.assie Island
along with another
thnller, ns~s above. the med1ocre crew_mate. The comrade is rut~lesscrowd of SClence-fic!lon horror type ly kill~d. and York is hounded by
f1lms. ·.
.
. ·~ystenous beings until he falls vicThe art1stry of fine make-up and tlm to a man-made trap, The next
~holography and the presence of a scene flashes to the compound of
fme, actor outshadow some of the Dr. Mo~eau where we find the
film s weaknesses.
young shipmate, resting,
·
diree~ted

mQ. (I e

' ' E·.X Q. d us

,,
"Exodus [Movement of the Jah
Peoplel "/Bob Marley and the
Wallersllsland Records JLPS 9498
Review by Robert Spiegel

~

UNM
Bookstore

Island of Dt. ffioteau

Exodus is an intricate and
complex
·
album, probably the best of Bob
Marley's six U. S. releases.
Although it is not a concept album
in the usual sense, all the songs
work together to create a cohesive
whole.
Human struggle and the ultimate
victory through love is the theme
that prevails throughout Exodus,
each. song taking on a different
aspect. This is Bob Marley's Sgt.
Pepper.
Each side takes a separate direction. On the first side the songs deal
with the movement of the Jah people, a movement "toward Africa
toward Righteou.sness, toward
Man," as Marley puts it. The side
opens with "Natural Mystic," a
statement of eternal struggle. The
side ends ~ith "Exodus," a song of
the symbolic move toward the
homeland. Marley ends the song
sho11ting "Take some time and look
within/ Are you satisfied with the
life you're living?"
The second side consists entirely
' of love songs, opening with "Jamming," a celebration of the "love"
music creates and embodies. The
rest of the songS are conventional
love songs which take on greater
significance when reflected agiinst
side one. It is the interplay between
the songs and the two sides that
takes this album beyond its outward simplicity.
The struggle in interpersonal
relationships is equated with
political and religious struggle, love
being both the goal and ultimate
outcome of all struggle.
The musical construction of Exodus is a large step for both Marley
and reggae music in general. Marley
has transcended the limits of reggae
music and taken it into a realm
where it no longer must be judged

Summer 1977 Series
· Monday, July 25

The young man catches on to the
experiments of Dr. Moreau and if
that isn't enoug!l worries, faits' in
love with Moreau's catlilf:e woman
(Carrera).
Moreau proves he can change
· cells to where he can change an
animal (such as lions, bears, boars
and· hyenas) to humans and
possibly the reverse. Lap.caster says
in regard to humanity, "Can we
change· that destiny?" York
responcls, ''Should we?"' These
two lines constitute the morality of

· . . . . . 'I;:;:,J S

Ftampton singing, "Alii Want To Be"

Lecture Under the Stars

. . .
w1thm 1ts own genre, . just as the
Beatles macle it. impossible for Sgt.
Pepper to be JUdged as a· simple
rock ~nd roll album. Marley has
·achieved this without compromising the stro~g feel ofreggae.
,
The feeling of struggle finds its
way into the music itself. Marley's
voice fights against the relentless
b~ckground, b.r~aks free, then
tnumphantly re)oms the persistant
rhythm. This effect is a beautiful
aid
to the album_'s theme.
E_x_odus IS one of the most
~osa!lve albums _I've heard in a long
ta~e. ~ar.ley, wath this album states
h1s behef m man's ability to prevail:
rather t.han merely endure, and this
recor~ 1s ~ powerful demonstration
of th1s behef, I can not imagine
coming away ·from this album
unaffected.

"Armed Cl'eatlvity: Pl'oblems of Politics and Art"

John Nichol•

Authol' of T"e Sterile Cuckoo, The Wizard of
Loneliness, aod Tile Milagro.Bean/ield War.

'
Lectures will be 'held Monday evenings at 8 p.m. rn cas~ or bad ~ther, the lectures which are. scheduled_
on the Central Mall will be moved to the ~allroom In the New Mexico Union Buildln~ There Is 110 d·

mls:slon charge..and the general public Is cordially Invited.
·
·
a
COORDINATED BY THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER, A DIVISION OP THE DEAN OF
·

STUDENTS OFFICE

.

b~

York, on another venture into
the jungle, is captured by mutated,
half-human and half-animal beings
who are holed up in a cavern. This
is where we get to see how the other
half lives. Basehart,. as the sayer of
the law, recites the law of man
"You shall not walk on all fours'
you should not kill man or you wili
go to the 'house of pain.'"'
.
"The house of pain" is Moreau's ·
lab which serves as a torture
chamber.
Lancaster enters the
cave, like the great white hunter,
and saves York form a scuffle with
a lion mutated form.
In another venture into the
jungle, a hunting party gives chase
to a human bear who is trying to
revert to his animalistic roots. The
bear, to avoid falling prisoner to
Moreau and his torture room, begs
York to kill him. York, the man of
compassion and morals, shoots the
bear in the head.
Lancaster goes off the deep end.
(Cont. on page 16)

Discover the world
of backpacking

·ilnuutaiu
(!! altt
6307 Menaul NE •
Bob matley In the movement of Jah People.

,.

• Rates competitive with donns and qpartments
• Plenty of parking, wallc to classes
• Excellent food, no limit, varied menu
• _Weekly maid serviee
: Commons building completely refurnished
,. All ~ooms, bathrooms, hallways repainted
Qmet floors, study lounges, carpeted and air conditioned
• A good place to live for the serioU§ student
·

.

The
303 Ash St. NE
243-2881·

·Cash?
Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

.Blood

Plasma
Donor Center
8 amto5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
. Albuquerque
1307 ·Central NE

~·

881-5223

Do You Need

No more wasted time
cooking ~,r cleaning
because we do it!

.

w

is AGORA?

·~orCl: is agrou~ of people who

you. ·Jf you have ai
proble.m, orjust want tctalk, eatt:us;

~ill Listen to

211-JOIJ

.

~

C! "The

Bond Lacks .Novelty

Spy Who Love.d Me",
-a dire~ted by Lewis Gilbert, . now
';, showing at the Coronado ·Four
,8 Theatre.

Russian agent (Barbara. Bach) who
will be his rival, his comrade and
his lover. fie escap¢s by route of an
outrageous sky dive off the cliff.
,3
Review by George Gesner
. With Bond being outnumbered, as
~ The Spy Who Loved Me is bits and ;Uways, it's strange he never gets a
'0! pieces f~om older B~nd movies with scratch.· It must be true that you
t:l some mmor renovations.
can't shoot straight when skiing.
.~ lt was packed with the adventure,
The main plot develops when a
"' 't d b
'f 1
h ·
nuclear submarine mysteriously
~ WI an eautl u women t e VIewer disappears, taken by an unknown
El= always expects to see when wat· coree, The force is a. rich shippino
1'
.,
· ., · ching a James Bond Show,
z. .With a beautifully photographed magnate (Curt Jurgens) whose plan
~ ski chase scene, Bond is off to his is to recreate the world in his own
lllJ latest adventure. He kills a Russian •image.
·
~ agent who is the lover of the
·Bach and Moore cross paths in

···'

Good Books
J.:t\
New and Used
~~·
NoPhone
~ We Encourage Browsing
.:k~~ in the Most Individual .:..·.:::::::::~~:!!1
Stock of Books
~
inTowh

.

(

;"!.

"'V

•

'
1.
LIVING BATCH BOOKSTORE

"

.J

2406 Central SE
(Across from ]ohf!Son Gym)

Cairo, searching for plans to this
mysterious submarine tracking
.!';ieanwhile '~Jaws;"
system.
(Richard Kiel, the guy who threw
Gene Wilder off the train in Silver
. Streak Jurgens' henchman with a
motorized death bite, is sinking his
metal teeth into people's necks.
Bach· and moore are forced to
team together in their fight against
''Jaws." The creature's motto is
"Never say die" and it was evident
throughwout the film.
The rest of the film become.s a
series of adventures involving chase
and escape scenes. It also goes· to
prove that you can't shoot straight .
in cars, helicopters and ships; but
. there's always a straight shot when
it comes to missiles being fired by
the side James Bonl;l is on.
The Movie climaxes with the
third world war inside the villain's
monstrous ship with the usual
explosions and heroics, and the
villain always goes down with his ·
ship.
.
.
Roger Moore is as a Janies Bond
· Should be; debonair, Handsome
and very masculine, but he lacks the
sophistication and maturity of a
Sean Connery. His witty · lines
sometimes got a chuckle out of me.
Some were downright passe such as
the following dialog: "Oh James, I
can· not find th,e words." •.. "I
have to pull out. Something came
up." "But, James, I need you ....
"So does England."
.
Barbara Bach, looking a little
like Clauding Longet, was the
leading female star of the cast o{
startling beauties in the film. Her
performance was fair, but the
fashion show was great.
Curt Jurgens was totally un- ....

A Pinney Fo·t Yout Thoughts

Review by Jane Quesnel
Get ready to sit back, take off
your shoes, reach for that tall, cool
drink and get acquainted wi.th Dick
Pinney, the answer to the folk-,
music lover's prayer.
·
As good Qn slide guitar as'he is at
three-finger picken', Dick sings in a
free and easy style reminiscent of
Gordon Lightfoot.
.
.
The backup group works as a
tight entity, · and it includes the
legendary Willie Murphy and. steel .
guitarist Cal Hand. Pinney's sensitivity to his music pervades all the
songs, and guitar and voice merge
as one.
"Dicker" is just a good ol' countr)rsong, while "She's My School"
shows just a touch of Near-Eastern
influence.
Also check out
"Mother Lode," his guitar solo
"Alaskan Sunrise,'' "Ain't No
Blues" and "Pines Lean Up."

concincing as a villain. His performance was bland and he certainJy. did't strike a match to
previous Bond villains.
· Claude Renoir, however should
be credited with the fine
photogniphy in .the film. 1 was

engrossed by the outstanding
mponlit pyramid shot.
The movie, though, with it's
usual theine of global destruction,
and line-up of gadgetries, excessive
explosions,- weak villain and corny
dialog, certainly doesn't surface as
one of the. better Bond films. The
Bond series may have seen its better
days.

"Dreams, Dreams,
Dreams"
/Chilliwack/Mushroom
MRS
5006
Review by George Gesner
It seems that' Canadian -groups
tend
~
to be · underestimated; it's
·astonishing that a country so close
to us can be so far.
consistent rock'ii'roll bands from
up north, in the last decade, certainly has to be Chilliwack.
This group could, with compliments, be called the hard-rock
version of the group America. The
Canadians blend acoustical rock
with some · excellent hard rock

Makers of MalHI MeR

lnclian Jewelry
OLD,OWN

TheColl~ge

(Cont. from page IS)

Mutiny, jealousy ·'and a· sense of
misplaced zeal drives him into a
rage. He seizes York and begins
work on turning him· into an
animal. Lancaster murders his right
hand man and you can see him
evolving into the role of the mad
"
sc1ent1st.
The mutated creatures point O!lt
that Lancaster has broken the
sacred law and he must-now be tortured. They mutilate him and he is
humg out to dry by York as a
decoy, so he and the beautiful
woman can escape. the island. That
takes a little doing, but they are
soon on. their way as the Moreau
compound burns incessantly. As
expected a ship happens to be passing by in the sea to rescue them
from the nightmare. York reverts
back to his human form and as
everyone expects, the woman
reverts to her form.
Yorks displays the firtest
moments of his acting prowess in
his semi-transformation. He goes
Jhrough the spectrum of emotions
·with a sense of urgency alld reality.
Lancaster puts in a fair per•
formance Which at times seem too
methodical and casual .
Carrera isn't really intended to
have a fine dramatic role. She is the
beautiful creature oftey cast for this
type of role.
Special credit goes to the people ·
who mastered the make-up work.
The mutated characters were impressive artd unnaturally natural.
The photography was breathtaking.
The plot seemed to be the typical
sci·fi yam and the ending was expected. .A lot of the technical in·
tricacy which would have spiced up
the plot were irttentiortally left out
to keep the plot sim pte.
·· ·
. The island of Dr. Moreau, with
special credit to the visual
technologists and Michael York, is
an enjoyable movie and quite in·
tri.guing .

Inn gives
•
youtliile
to study

. .

FiCIBiitY
national Ban~

The
Testing Division
Qfthe,University of New Mexico

-UNM
. offers a complete Student Testing Service, including the American College Test, the
Un.dergraduate. Assessment Program (graduation requirement), the College Level
Examination Program, the Dental Admission Testing Program, the Dental Hygiene Ap·
titude Testing Program, the Graduat~ Management Admission Test~ the Graduate Record
Examinations, the Graduate School Foreign 1:-anguage. Test, the Law School Admission
Test, the Medical College Admission Test, the Miller Analogies Test, the National Teacher
'Examination, the Occupational Therapists Registration Exam, the Optometry College Admission Test, the Pharmacy College AdmiSsion Test, and others.
See the Testing Calendar in the Final Edition of the Fall, 1~77 Schedule of Classes or call the
Testing Division for specific information (277 -534~).
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Fetl!l Plays In Your ffilnd

Review by George Gesner
The East may have had their J.
Geils Band, but the south had their
Wet Willie.
Dick PInney
This album, recorded live ,at the
Roxy in L.A., is most likely the best
of their previous .works. With the
vitality and urgency of vocalist Jim·
my Hall and steady guitar performance of Rick Hirsch (now
guitar riffs and· sport strong vocals with Gregg Allman Band), Wet
with precise harmo'nies. They Willie has their best album to date.
follow this pattern with all the
Best cuts:"No, No, No.'' "Grits
songs on the album, ad· Ain't Groceries,'' "Everything that
mirably .Dreams,Dreams,Dreams is 'Cha Do'l and "Lucy Was In Troua solid package with no faults. I ble." B
suggest every song on the album. A

"In Your Mind"IBryan Fe"y/Atlantic SD 18216
Review by George Gesn.er
Roxy Music, with all the talented musicians fit to boast, was, if it had to·
be narrowed down to one component, Bryan Ferry.
The songweaver and frontman of the elite British rock group holds on to
the musical elements of Roxy Music in his latest solo effort, In Your Mind.
"Love Me Madly Again" best describes the genius of Ferry with brilliant
orchestration of rock guitars and symphonic strings. Ferry sings with a
special emphasis on a crooning style: emotional splendor. The piece is
possibly the epitomy of Ferry's C!ltalogue of masterpieces.
Other songs on the album include ideas in the vein of Move (ELO's
parents), Springsteen, Presley and Crosby.
Su~~ested Cuts: "Love Me Madly Again," "In your Mind," "One
Kiss and "This is Tomorrow.' B plus.
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donns and apartments
• Plenty of parking, walk to dasses
• Excellent food,. no limit, varied menu
• Weekly maid service
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"Left
Coast
Live"/Wet
Willie/Capricorn CPOI82

Covered

~

1:5.
Review by Robert Spiegel
n
0
Considering the quality of the musicians in this group, this album should t::l
be at least interesting. But it's not even close.
!!!.
The group consists of Ian Pa~ce(drums) and JonLord(keyboards) from ~
Deep Purple, with Tony Ashton (keyboards lind vocals) from Family, I:"'
0
0"
Listening to Malice in Wonderland it is difficult to believe these men were :>
once part of such fine groups.
::'
Lord's keybo;ud work is weak, and Paice's drumming is tedious. ·-.:.
Ashton's singing is the highlight of the album (he seems to be strongly in- ....
fluenced by both Bob Seger and Pink Floyd, and he uses these influences tQ ....
develop his own style), but, alas, the vocals just don't have the necessary IC
,..,
,..,
support of a strong band.
The material is the final disappointment. The tunes are contrived and
dull, uninspired re-hash of late-sixties rock. If this group is hoping for success on any level, they'll have to draw on the talents they've shown in the
past. Those talents, with the exception of Ashton's vocals, just aren't present on this record.

Wet Willie

"'

•

"Malice in Wcmderload"/Paice AshtonLord/W/J IJS 3038

Chilliwack's Dteam Album
Barbara Bach and Roger moore are loveta and rival
spies In "The Spy who L~ved me."
·

·l......,
f

Review by George Gesner
Now that focus is out of the
musical focus in Netherlands and
the world, Golden Earring is trying
to fill the gap as number on Dutch
• band,
Guitarist George Kooymans is
the standout od the group.
Otherwise, the group tried to make
the best of an average vocalist,.
delvind into styles of Oldfield and
Led Zeppelin.
YOu may have rememebered
Golden Earring with their excellent
hit "Radar Love," The radar is a
little bit off the course on thi~ LP.
Best songs; . "I Need Love,"
"Sueleen" and "Mad Love's
Coming.'' C plus.

0

Seenle

..

malice In Wondetland

"Mad
Love" /Golden
Ea"lng1MCA2254

"Devil Take My Shin,y Coin·
s "/Di.ck Pinney/ Mountain·
Railroad MR 52777 ·
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Gr;~mmy-winning jazz guitanst
.George Benson will bring his songs
to Popejoy Hall this Sunday at .8:15
p. m. The success of his 1976 album
Breezin' brought Benson crossover
popularity and projected him .on to
the Playboy AU-Star Poll.·
Although Benson began his
career in R&B was natural to me,
but the jazz tunes involved a lot of
chord changes and I had to be more
alert to play them; .I began to like
the· challenge . of inventing

I"

·~

-

•i '
'

George
Ben-son

something new, as opposed to
playing just for feeling."
After playing in a few R&B and
jazz bands, Benson set out on. .his
.own. Benson maintained a ;uccessful solo career while still
working with such artists as Freddie
Hubbard, Esther Phillips and Hank
Crawford.
.
Benso.n has had a successJul jazz
career, but in the last two years his
popularity has reached beyound the
wodd of jazz.

An opening act has not yet been
confirmed for the Benson concert.
Ticket information can be obt&ine!i froJll the Popejoy Box of•
fice.
Editor's note: The Jacksons concert
has been postponed to later on this
fall. Michael Jackson suffered a
lung ci)/lapse and is now resting a
be it.
Doctors say he and his.
brothers can start the tour C!gain f'
thisjall
•
·

Dukes Having Hard
The Albuquerque Dukes, the city's AAA farm club of the Los
Angeles Dodgers have bad a long
h<!Td se&son and are currently sitting in the cellar of the Pacific
Coast Leagues' Eastern Division,
The J)ukes are 140Jo games
behind first place team Phoenix.
The Dukes record is 40 wins and 56
losses, and they have been under

the ,500 mark since early in season.
Pitching has been the main factor
contributing to the Dukes' poor
showing. Many of the Dukes' pitchers have been playing brilliantly
during the latter part of the season
but time is runni,ng out for the
faltering Duke City squad.
· They are· currently playing a
·hoJ!le series with the Hawaii

I
I

I'

Geotge Benson

I

' !

'·
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••• Ftampton

;

(Cont. from pagel4)
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Seaso~
Islanders and after that series, they
will play host at the San Jose Missions.
Hitting consistently for the
Dukes all season have been Henry
Cruz, Chuck Baker, and John
Balaz.
Monday night the Dukes edged
the Islanders by a score of 6-5. They
had. Tuesday night off for the Major League All-Star game. They
returned to action Wednesday night
for a five-game series with the Missions.
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The Joffrey II Ballet Company

Outstanding dancers, singers and musicians of amazing
versatility. Drew cheers and standing ovation on last appearance
here. Coinpany of 90.

)

•.

The Soviet Georgian Dancers
and the Tbilisi Polyphonic Choir

Friday, February 3

"Bubbling Brown Sugar"

~ ·,~

'

i

Broadway hit musical revue of Harlem, 1910-1940. The vitality
and exuberance will dazzle you. The jazz and ragtime music is
irresistible.

World celebrated Guitarist & Lutenist

~

JULIAN BREAM

I'

$8,$7,$S

$9, $7 .so, $6

Saturday, October 29

,,... '!
!i) l

The best touring classical ballet Company in the country. Fresh,
stimulating and imaginative. Ballets by Arpino, Tudor, Bewley,
Vesak and other exciting choreographers .

$7

Mondav. October 31

$4

Wednesday, February 8

.

. R~y.al.''f~ttoo

. · ,. ·

,

,.

.

. ' ' . "''
featuring the Gr¢nadier -Q.u~r<&;·1N(·lhll' Royal Scots'Q,iatds~
bands, danee"~~t~·~nners, fU:,eci'~·i;irills.. An exml.v~ama sl)
~

'

$9, $7.50, $6

-

-

huge we are prOducing it bi th.e;..'ltlt~iia.
.
· .:(,~:·' · ·
Subscribers guara·pteed prime":ll~ir se;~ts. Whe.elchait 'Jiatrons
usc ramps atsoul~st co61¢i;, ·
•
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Sunday, MarchS

Thursday, November3

1

'

"The Robber Bridegroom"

l

.,

l

Outstanding Broadway hit Blue Grass musical comedy. Great
reviews. A foot stomping, memorable experience.

~

Tuesday, November 22

l
I

•

I

.,.

· The Minnesota Symphony
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, Conductor

$8,$7,$5

Les Ballets Trocodeto de Monte ·carlo'

··

The sensation of New York this year in which an all male cast
. performs as ballerinas and partners.

$7,$6,$4

(Formerly the Minneapolis Symphony)
One of America's' truly great orchestras in fan outstanding ·
program to be announced later•
$10,$9,$7

Friday, March 17
The Incomparable Travesty Dapce Company

Broadway Smash Hit Revival

DecemberS
j
l
I

I

Celleb1~ated Film

All New - Full ProdUction
America's Favorite Musical
National Tour ·

& TV Star

VINCENT PRICE
in his new stage production "The Villains

~till

Pursue Me."
$7,$6,$4

Date to be announced

Known to have gone 45 minutes on
this number, cut it down to a mere
20 minutes, The piece was full of
phenomenal guitar work and
plenty of pleasant musical breaks.
After a break with just the band,
the man came back to go mad on
his. talking box. It was the climax
of the night.
· Frampton, naturally, was called
back for an encore. He went back
to· his humble roots to play "Shine
On" and back to Frampton's
Camf!l to play "White Sugar" and
finally back to the Rolling Stones to
perform "Jumping Jack Flash."
He ended the evening with a soft
and beautiful rendition. of "I'm In
You,.,, his latest si~t~le.
\.f~~MWPton's ~J*tformance was
fll~~ss; making it the concert of
~71•"- It was a concert like this one·
that 'made Frampton the Superstar
of 1976 and years to come.
.
The show was opened by the new
rock band· of the soutb, 3.8 Special.
Their hard pqwered rock'n' roll
proved to be a definite crowd
'pleaser.
· They performed an. Eagles-type
rocker called "Long Time Gone,"
a chuck Berry classic "Around and
Around'~ and,tlleir new single '',Tel,l
Everybody." Tight guitar work and
power rhythms helped establish 38
Special as an excellent unit and one
of the few opening groups
demanded back for an encore.
Editor's note: Tune in to the Arts &
,Media pages next week as the Daily
Lobo conducts a hot interview with
the hot new band, 38 Special.

"My Fair Lady"
Wednesday, April19

$10,$9,$7

SUBSCRIPTION RATES-CULTURAL SERIES 11 SHOWS
Section
Public Price
Fac/Staff

III

II
55.00
42.00

I
65;00
52.00

o/o Disc.
+2So/o
+40%

40.00
32.00

77' Gri·d
Schedul

Lobo Harrier Michael Solomon

Trackstets In Europe
By Gilbert Bustamonte
While most of us are either
working our tilils"offtrying to conie
up with tuition and book money or
going to summer school, two UNM
tracksters are running around in
Europe.
Lobo senior Michael Solomon
and freshman Sammy Kipkurgat.
are both across the Atlantic Ocean
running track in Europe. According
to Lobo coach Bill Silverberg the
tracksters have competed in three
or four small meets, but he says
they will be busy toward the end of
July and early August with four of
the biggest meets of the summer.
"All the athletes from around the
world that are good go over and
compete in these meets,." Silverberg
said.
He said the runners "were doing
well but not super great. They really
had a tough season." he said.

4 EVENTS

THE 1977-7-8 CELEBRITY SERIES

Dublin's most famous hotel sends its niglitly program,
spectacular display of Irish Lore~songs, dances, and. story·
telling~even the Scots will enjoy this rare, first American
appearance. Irish coffee available at intermission.

(formetly titled-."Great American NUT SHOW")
.
Michael Brown, perpetrator
·
A multi·media, historical resume of the most famous frumps,
frauds, conmen and eccentrics in our past. Satire in songs. If you
miss it you're a lunatic,

S6,$S,$4

!\ ,.

l

...•,

..

THE ROYAL BALLET OF FLANDERS

.

One of Eutope's most acclaimed modern classical dance
companies in an exciting and brilliant production. Subsidized by
the Belgium Government-First American Tour.

One ofEngland.'s most distinguished and honored actors in some
of the Bard's most memorable scenes. .
.
Sunday, November27
$4

13

SUBSCRIPTION RATES-CELEBRITY SERIES

Section
Public Price
Fac/Staff Price

I
20.00
16.00

II
16.00
14.00

4

Ill
12.00
11.00

$7,$6,$4
o/o Disc.
up to 25o/o
up to 33%

~. . . . . . . . . .~~:.~~P~ri~~~~~~6...
oo .,.,_~~~~s~.oo~~~~~~4•.oo··. . . . . . . . . . . .7•S•o/o. . . . . . . . . .~
Section
Public Price
Fac/Staff Price
ASUNM/GSA. Price

I

n

78.00
65.00
24.00

65.00

ss.oo
20.00

ALL15SHOWS
Ill
50.00
40.00
1S.OO

Tel277-3121

%Disc.
+JOo/o
+40%
+75%

Albuquerque Dukes In Action
Hair
Specialists

When It's
Right
You Know lt.

Foxy Reflectlqns Features ST. CYR Cosmetic
Products and Jhirmak Hair Products
Haircuts start at $10.50,
Shampoo, Cut, Style, Blow Dry
Call About Student Discount

1123 Central NE

Mon.-Sat. 9·9
842·8300

Across from Presbyrerian

Registration at Christian Center
Starting Aug. 17
Classes Begin Aug. 22

Sends

and Company in
"SHAKESPEARE'S PE~PLE"

Photo bV Phyllis Kushner

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges
Enrole in Bible

JURY'S CABARET

"OUT OF STEP,;

Kipkurgat's best showing so far
was in Stockholm, Sweden where
he finished: third in.the 1.500-meters.
He was clocked at 1:47:4.
Solomon's best performance on
the European tour so far was in
Lonqon. He finished first in his
heat in the 400"meters with a 46:4
clocking.
Silverberg said both runners were
preparing to run in a meet in
Ireland and then on to Dusseldorf,
Germany for the Student Games.
From there they will be competing
in the three biggest meets of the
summer, in Munich, Berlin and
Zerwich August 20, 22, 24. "These
are the meets where the world class
kids come together." Silverberg
said. "Sammy and Mike haven't set
the world on fire yet, but they .have
had some good times."
Both tracksters are running for
the Maccasiah Track Club.

This season UNM football
fans will have to wait until October 8 before they can see the
Crimson Pride on its home
turf.
The 1977 ·football schedule
starts off with four away
games as the 'Pack travels to
the island· of Hawaii on
September 10 to play the
University of Hawaii in the
season's opening game. Next,
the Lobos travel to Lubbock,
Texas to play the Red Raiders
of Texas Tech on September
17. On September 24, the
Lobos travel to Boulder, Colo.
·to face Big-8 foe Colorado.
The following weekend, the
UNM gridders travel to Utah.
on September 30 to play their ·
first conference game with
Brigham Young University.
At last, on October 8 at 7:30
p.ni. the Lobos play host to
WAC foe· Arizona State. The
following weekend they play
Wichita State at the stadium
for the 1977 Homecoming
game.
The Lobos then have two
away games with Colorado
State on October 22, and rival
New Mexico State on October
29.
The remainder of the season
includes Texas-EI Paso home
Nov. 5, Arizona away Nov. 12,
Wyoming home Nov. 19 and
the finale with Utah, home,

photOi by Koren ·Panagakos

Concert
Drows Well
The Peter Frampton concert
Tuesday night at the University
Arena attracted II ,058 fans and
grossed a total receipt of $84,220.
The attendance figure was the third
largest for UNM )lccording to Asst. 1
Dean Tom Hogg, He said in the
last eight months UNM has had
their largest, third largest and
fourth largest concert audiences.
The top four are Eagles, Rolling
Stones, Frampton and Fleetwood
Mac.

·-

Fall Semester

Petet Ftampton

Greek 1411 Beginning New Testament 9:00-10:30 MWF
Bible 4366 Book of Revelation 11:00-12: 00 MWF
Bible 4365 General Epistles (James, Peter, John, Jude) ll:0012:30TT
Bible 1302 New Testament Survey 6: 30-9:30 p~ Tues.
Fees. $1000 Per Course
Registration-At Christian Student Center o~ at, first class
meeting
Alternate scheduling available
•'

•

To strcnglhcn iny fahl1 M a Christian,

To understand my role as a !iCi'VIlfil of Cod.
To understand lhc value of nly soul.
·
To obtufn lhe ptopcrphilosophyof life,
'to bolurtcc my atarlcrnic dc\·clopnlent.
To usc my clcctlvC'S where they ooun;t rno.st.
To seta ~od example (or others to follow.

$2.50

GALS-FashionTOPS
Finest Quality"Ardee" Brand

Sell Anywhere at $8to $10

J, To enrich my undcrstrtndlng of God'.~ word.
2,

100% Cotton
Fashion Design

Do

Eight Reasons for E:nrolling .
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8,

T-SHIRTS

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE

I

LEVIS JEANS
Fact. Irreg.

$8.95

$4.00

We Carry TheFinestClothingYouCanBuy/1 ·
At The LowestPrices You Can Pay III
Open -lOAM To6PM. Mon. toSat.
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Patrolling South Eubank Is No Easy Task

''

i

By Peter Madrid
.3 The half-hour briefing session
~ ends at 11 p.m. Officer John Bauer
Q of 'the Albuquerque City Police
g Dept. gets into his squad car ~nd
heads for the area of South Eubank
::S where he is to work the graveyard
shift.
~ It's Thursday night and he ex~ -pects a busy night. Over his two~ way radio be receives a call inform~ , ing him that there are cars begin~ ning to accumulate on South
Eubank. Officer Bauer knows that
the

·a

\ '

;

place tonight .
The watch commander breaks in
on .the frequency and gives Bauer a
call to investigate prowlers on
Arizona S.E. Bauer knows that
when he returns to his first call on
South Eubank, the racing will be
over and once: more the illegal
racers have ~otten away with drag
racing.
To Officer John Bauer, working
graveyard on South Eubank is no
easy task.
Bauer said, "The main complaint

on South Eubank is from people·
who live on Kinland Air Force Base
and people who live in the nearby
mobile home park. The basic complaint is the noise caused by the racing that goes on there."
He said the problem begins with
· people, mainly high school kids,
congregating somewhere in tlie city
and then taiting off to South
Eubank.
"Most of the citations I hand
out," Bauer said, "are either drinking violations or curfew viola-
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South Eubank: The most popular spot in Albuquerque for drag racing:

HOLMAN'S, INC.
)

··aewlett-P3ckard

•tzsaa
HP 25C - •tsaaa
HP 21- •aaaa
HP 25 Programmable

Was S14500

Continuous Memory

Was S20000

Scientific

maxlt kif;

INCOilPORATEb

•
•
•
•
•
•

SR40
SR51·11
Tl·57
Tl-58
Tl-59

,

~I

~

Now that both sides have been presented on the issue of drag
racing on South Eubank, who is one to believe? The young man who
said he saw nothing wrong with it, or the officer who works the
South Eubank graveyard shift and says the problem js a serious one?
Before I go on, for the sake of those who didn't read a young
man's view in the first part of this series on drag racing in the city; let
me run down a few of the points given by Rpbert, the 18-year old·
high school senior who was interviewed in the first part of the series.
Robe(t .said he saw nothing ·\Vrong Witlt'What"goes oli'at South
Eubank. Robert said South Eubank is like any place in the city where
kids hang out, with the exception of the racing that goes on. Robert
~00~~~~~-~~~~d~th~

.

Officer Bauer said there is a definite problem that has no feasible
way to be solved. Officer Bauer perhaps has the edge because he is a
policeman .and because he has the difficult task of keeping things
under control.
On the other hand, Robert is a young person and understands why
the kids go out to South Eubank. Whether people go to race or
watch is the point that Robert brought up.
One thing both men agreed on was the fact that the problem
not be easily solved and also that no matter what happens, the racing
will still continue. Even·if it occurs on South Eubank or somewhere
else, the problem' will exis~. Also, both agreed that the sanctioned
city racing is not the answer either.
Whether it takes stricter action or fewer citations, drag racing on
South Eubank or any where else in the city ·Will still continue.

will

Editor's Note: The following ;uticll! serve on eight or nine committees."
on UNM Athletic .Director Lavon Much of McDonald's. time is Spent
McDonald is· being nm again ·for going to and coming from these
the sake of out·of.town students · committee meetings. He said they
who want. to become familiar with • usually meet two or three times a
what goes on behind the planning year for about four days each time:
stage of Lobo athletics.
·
His name is Lavon McDonald.
}lis position isUNM AthleticDirector.
,
.
..
He is the man they interview on
television at half-time of ihe Lobo
· basketball games. In the press, he is
quoted as an authority in theUNM
athletic department.

But what does an athletic director
really ·do besides watch Lobo
basketball games and talk to the
McDonald also is involved in
press?
scheduling· future football games.
Since coming to UNM, he said he
Much of his job is talking. He has scheduled games in the next few
also does a lot of worrying. Worry- seasons with college football
ing whether UNM is following the powers like Colorado, Arkansas
myriad of rules governing college and Missouri.
athletics, worrying about problems
in recruiting. And his biggest
headache is money, how to get
"I get directly involved in the
more of it, how to distribute it and recruiting of athletes, especially of
how not to spend so much
of it.
in-state kids, "McDonald said. He
.,
said his wife also helps him in
McDonald is in charge of person- recruiting. They go as a team to talk
nel supervision for the athletic · to the parents of an athlete, he said.
department. He is also in charge of
·The bulk of his time is· taken up
planning and long-range planning with · administrative and promoconcerning facitlities· and budgets tiona! matters McDonald said.
for the athletic department.
A major part of McDonald's job
concerns public relations. He meets . He said it is a "busy and very inwith members of the athletic coun- . teresting job." He has several
cil and he talks to the press, reasons for liking his job. '·'It's
working with young people that I
students and faculty.
really like." McDonald said he .can
now take an active part in athletics
He is also very active in the and ·with young people instead of
Western Athletic Conference, being univolved. "Hardly a day
(WAC) , the NCAA and the Col- goes by when I don't have an
legiate Football Association (CFA). athlete in my office just to visit.''
In these organiz!ltions he said, "I he·said.

N

f

::

(I)

tions. He said there are so many es.
rules you need to know, so many "0
people involved and, UNM is held t7
responsible for the actions of many ~
people over which it has no control. '<t"'
0
He has to keep people informed a'
0
which he called a big job.

.

~

In the NCAA, he serves on the
Women's Athletics Committee and
on the Officer Nominating Com·
mittee. He is on the CFA Board of
Directors and said, "It is a big
responsibility getting a new
organization started." In the WAC
he serves on the finance sub·
committee.

McDonald's biggest problem is N
the budget. He said, "It takes a lot .....
.....
of money to run 20 sports. We're Ia
...,
continually trying to devise ways to ...,
come up with more money," The
Internal Revenue Service is attempting to tax. college income from
television sports reevenues.
McDonald said if this happens,
"That would wipe us out."

.

'

McDonald said recruiting is a
constant problem but ''if you compete on a national level, you have to
do it.''

.,.":':.....,·.
'

';
>1,

•

",

UNM Athletic Director Lavon McDonald

. ln the future of college athletics,
McDonald said, "By necessity of
funding there's going to be a leveling off."· fie said in non-revenue
sports, there will be limits on the
number and amount of scholarships and limits on the number of
contests and travel. He also said
college athletics are becoming tied
to television, which colleges do not
have much control over.

An athletic director does a lot of
traveling going to meetings and
games. · McDonald said money
spent on travel is important because
he can make many associations
which are helpful to the University.
McDonald·said he prefer's to drive,
if he can, when he has to go
somewhere.
·

director in Feb. of 1974. He said
last year the new pressbox and the
addition to the basketball arena · He also thinks the· point is combrou_ght in $500,000 in additional ing where professional baseball,
revenue. He said he has acquired a football and basketball will have to
good staff of coaches at UNM, and contribute to college athletics .
has developed and maintained the
men's athletic programs while
With women's sports growing, he
developing women's programs.
said they need to come under the
The life of an athletic director is NCAA. He said, "You can't have
McDonald said he has ac- not without problems though. equality unless you have one set of
complished several important McDonald said .one .of the biggest rules." McDonald said he thinks
things since he became athletic problems is with rules and retmla- · this can be done.
------------~--

YOUR CAMPUS HEADQUARTERS FOR 28 YEARS

-

MORE
MORE EXPERIENQE

GIVES YOU

MORE SERVICEMORE FOR-YOUR-MONEY BRANDS
Check these exclusive and selected lines: ADVENT, ADS, AUDIO PULSE, BOSE, DBX,
GARRARD, HATACHI, JBL, JVC, KEF, McKINTOSH, MICROACOUSTICS, NAKAMICHI,.
ORTOFON, SHURE, SONY, TE.t:'C, YAMAHA, ETC·

39.95
69.95
79.95
124.95'
299.95

Garrard

ALL CURRENT MODELS -

.
Substitutions

SONY
c60+2
CASSEITES
60 MIN
12 at 99• each

.''..SPECIALS WITH THIS AD
TRACKER
ANTI~STATIC

CLEANER
KIT FOR RECORDS
$7:96.$4.95

(/)

SAVE$200
730 Receiver
New Advent ~peakers
990 w/ cartridge
VALUE $900
SPECIAL $700

SAVE $150
430 Receiver
Smaller Ad~ents
440 w/ cartridge
VALUE$650
SPECIAL $500

be made from our regular stock of YAMAHA,JVC,JBL,BOSE,KEF,and other

~

fFree bus schedules will be available.t ·

NEW
SHURE 70EJ
HiGH·TRACK
ELLIPTICAL
PHONO CARTRIDGE
$$Q.$10.00

· TEAC
A·170
CASSEITE DECtt~
FRONT LOAo·:'·
reg. $240 ·. ·'· '
.
$170

.

%.

Call 766-7830 for additional
information.

SAVE $100
330C Receiver
Advent Ill Speakers
440 WI cartridge
VALUE$450
SPECIAL $350

harman /kardon
ADVE\T.
.

A special booth will be set up at tlie
UNM Bookstore to issue the bus passes
on August 17 through August 19 and
August 22 arid 23 from 9-4 pm.

Hewlett-Packard Calculatbrs and Accessories
Texas Instruments Calculators and Accessories
Engineering & Drafting-Supplies
Surveying Equipment and Supplies
Technical Books tor engineering and science
Maps· USGS, Aviation, Rand McZNally and more

Bank Americard, Mastercharge & American Express welcome

'i. "~·

.

University Bus Passes
$28/Semester or $8/Month

.s~

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

-~·

Ride a Luxurious New Sun-Tran Bus
to Campus Because...
.
We like going places with you!

71-30

-

Sports· Comment

Lavon McDonald Does Much Worrying

l.....

PRE-REGISTRATION STEREO SVSTEM.SPECIALS

HP 22 Business
125.00
HP 27 Scientific/plug
175.00
HP 2sc New Programmabla195.00
HP 67 Card Programmable 450.00

(,

of

By The Sports Editor.
To City Police

: I

.

itself are given out because the .. ''Basically, •.• Bauer said, "you
police have to actually witness a can't close down the street. The
race in order to cite someone.
most popular nights are Friday,
"People go out there because Saturday, and Sunday night. The
they have no other. place to bang· forces' problem is we don't have·
out. It's been gong on for many themanpowertobeoutthereallthe
years and I don't see it to change. time. Most of the serious crimes, .
Sure I cite violations but people will like burglilries and vandalisms are'
still come out there. I flash . the · taken care of first. When I go out to
lights on my car and try to keep the South Eubank l try to enforce traffie regulations. Also, on weekends,
traffic moving out there."
Ba11er said there's no real pro- patrol cars ·are mit that. free to be
blem when he arrives on the scene. · making runs out there all the time."
Most
the people move oilt. He
Bauer said the traffic citations he
does, however, get many unkind hands out slow down the people
comments and fmil language some but when he leaves for an
thrown at him.
·
hour or two·things start up again.
"After several warnings," Bauer
"The road blocks that are set
said, "I have to take severe action. up,'' Bauer said, "are mainly to
The violations of ·drinking and discourage the drag racing. It cuts it
curfew are problems 'that we have down ~omewhat but that is not the.
no definite way to prevent."
anwser to the problem."
Bauer said the fact that a young
·One thing that kids don't realize
boy was killed on South Eubank in is when they are given a citiation for
no way c11rbed the racing.
racing, the insurance companies
·"I think the death of the young really sock it ti>them:
boy, whom' I personally knew, inOfficer Bauer said the sanctioned
creased the racing out there. Many racing sponsored by the city isn't
of the people who go to South the answer either. .
·
Eubank wanted to see the place , · "They'll congregate anyway. If
where their friend was killed. The they can't race at Albuquerque
death made the location more Dragway they'll instigate thetr own
notable."
races.''

As UNM Athletic Director

II you've rood thlo od dawn Ia here • came In far 1i free record cleaner worth su.a.

Financing available- trade-ins ... service (Girard & Central just east of UNMJ
1\lo NEEDS FOR OVER 26 YEARS • 3001 Monte Vista NE
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PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION J.D. p~otos. Lowes!
prices in towm.Fast, pleasing. Call26~·2444 _or come
to 1717 Girard NE. ·7/28
ACCURATe INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilizatiQn, abortion. Right Jo Ch.oosC,
294-0171; 7/28
WE WANT A PARTNER\o start dispute m_ediation
service, Prefc=r retiree •. Jf interested ·call ~~7040.
7121
MIDTERM BLUES? PeRSONAL . PROBLEMS?
Call us--we'lllisten. Agora, 277-30i3, "'7121

~

·.·

~

·.

•

f;l

.,

·.c..1if
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STARTING AUGUST, RESPONSIBLE, e•·
perienc~, fl~xible ch,Ud car~ help fQr five ~pd ten
year old. Babysitting after school a'nd some evenings·
in exchange for roC~m, basement apartment, near
University. Separate enterance. Board negotiable.
.Car rJ~essary. Pe:rson~l and. work references
required. Call professor Landal1 after8pm, 255·2635.
7128

PERSONALS

3.,

7. ,TRAVEL

SERVIC~S

QA TYPINO SERVICE. A compl<le typing and
editori:tl syslem. Technical, general, legal,- medical,
•scholastic. Charts & tables. 34,-2125 .. 7/28
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSI!OP and P~otograp~y
Gallery is V1 ~lock from Johnson Gym on CorJiel~.
Special order service. 7/ZS
MANUSCRIPT,
'J'IlESES
AND
AD·
MINISTRATIVE typi,ng. Minor c'orrections, pica or
elite. 60 cents/page or S3.00.mini.mum. Olher rat'!:s
available. 266·7619 evenings. 7/21
TYPING. M.A. English. Selectric. On campus. 21168564, 7128
, EI(PERTTYPING, 266-4567, 7/28
LS~T·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PENM, 842·5200, trn
EI(PERIENCE[) TYPIST. MANUSCRIPTS,·~
medical,_ legal, general. Call2664770. 7/28
"TYPING, I u quality, 883·7787.'' tfn
GUITAR LESSONS. Beglnnlnglintermediale rrom
UNM gutarmajor. 242·.9286. 7/21 .

••

'I'YPING DONE ACCURATELY and timely. Call
IIden, :144-1842. 7114'

4. HOUSING
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BEST UNM rumtshed apartments, one block .f{Om
campus. Lower summer rates, bills paid, Swimming
pool, refrigerated air, nicely furnished newer com·
plex. Adults, no pels 51SS·SI70. 201 ..205·209
Columbia SE. 255·2685. 7/28
CLOSE TO UNM: Spacious one-bedroom air
con_dilioned, carpet, no lease, 590. 262·1751. Valley
Rentals. Small ree. Guaranteed. 7/21
WANTED: FEMALE ROOMATE to share Z.
bedroom apartment. $75/mo. 265·05.17. 7/21
ALL UTILITIES PAJD. Convenient, 4 rooms. Has
aU applfanccs, SilO, 262-1751, Valley Rentals. Small
fee. Guaranteed. 7/21
IF YOU ARE LOOKING ror a place to ll•e this ratt,
come to the College Inn, 303 Ash Su:cel Nf!, 243·
2881. 7128 .
BILLS PARTLY PAIQ•. Finer 4·room adobe. Kids,
pelS fine. $100. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. Small ree.
Guaranteed, 7/21
ar,oM IN QUIET ADOBE house close by. Share
with students. 595/month plus utifities: Please .call
Karen, 255·3340, 7121
ALMOST FURNISHED 4-ROOM house. $100, bills
partly paid, 262..1751. Valley Rentals. Sma11 ree.
Guaranteed. 7/21

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Spli' expenses, share
driving. lTC Rldeline, 2~5·9860, 296-5288, 7/21
EU~OPE, $389 Rounc;l trip,_ open end! Int_er~
continental Travel centre, 107 Girard Blvd SE, .Suite
L, 2SH830, 2116-52$8. '1121
lTC B!RT!iDAY SP!lCIALI Free Rides in July!
Split _expenses, Information . at Intercontinental
Tra•Jel Centre. 107 'Girard Blvd SE. 265·9860• .296-5288. 7121

8. MISCELLANEOUS
FREe. PUPPIES. !lair Irish Seller, half Germ~n
Sher~erd. Cal1242·7679or 265·5103.
7/21

9. LEGAL NOTICES

EXTENSIONS OF CERTAIN DEADLINES FOR
TAX YEAR 1977
,
Pursuant to my authority under Section_ 7Z·31·8S
NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975); I ·hereby ••tend the
following deadlines found In the Property Tax Code
with respect JO the 1977 tax ye&r only:
1. The deadline ·for the Property Tax Department
to prepare and send to the- Director of the Deparument or Fina~ce and Administration an imended
compilalion of net taxable values, the deadline beina
found in subsection B of Section 72-29·32 NMSA
195) (Supp, 1975) Is ~ereby extended rrom August I,
1977 to Auaust 22, 1977. This extension is made JO
permit the Department to include additional in·
ronnation reaarding final valuations resulting from
completed protests and lnrormation on pendina
protests.
2. The deadline for County Valuation Protest
Boards to decide protests which is round in subsection
C of section 72·31·27 NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975) is
hereby extended from u ••• one hundred and twenty
days or the date the protest is filed .. ," IO three
hundred days after the date the protest is filed. This is
the _s~ond extension or this deadline, the first extension being found In General Order No; 30, dated
April 6. 1977. The effect of 'this· Order is that all
protests to 1977 nodcesofvaluatlon filed with county
assessors pursuant to the provisions o:f SectiQn 72·31·
24NMSA 1953(Supp.l975)arereqiredtobed"ided
by the County Valuation Protest Boards for the
county within ·three hundred days arcer the date the
particular protest is filed. This extension is made
because of the number of protests filed In some
counties, and the procedurat req,uiremencs regarding
these prolesls set rorth by the Courl of Appeals of the
State of New Mexico In In The MaUer of the Pttltlon
or lhe First Nallonal Bank, elal. v. Bernalillo County
V•luat1on ProltslB Bo1rd, No. 2671.
QONE this 6th day,Uuly, 1977, in Santa Fe, New
MelCICo.
• Cecil J. Pickett, Director
Property Tax Department
State or New Mexico

I-BEDROOM FURNISIIED, UTILITIES paid,
Vzblock from-camp~._ts. Phone 898-09Zl, 7/21 .
BOCKS TIGHT? ~22/WEEI\: small home, <Jood
Starter, 262·1751., Valley Re.ntals, Small fee.
Guaranteed 7121

FORSALK

5.

SINQBR SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to buuonhole and z:ig.zag. Pay
$19 and take maohine. 268-4393. 1121
'
MOVING SALE! 1961 Impala, $250; 'fill For<l
Custom Van. $1000; '75 Kliwasaki dirt bike, $350,
Water bed, $100~ skisi TV, ~aske~ballset, Uvinsfottm
and diningroom f11rniture, ~rib, hi-chair. New LPs,
51.00. Small appliances anct other i:IQ~seholl;l items at
good prices. 'This saturd!iY and Sunday. 2701 19th ·
StreetNW, 7/21
SONY TRIN~TRON COLOR. Brand new
gu~rantee. No down payment, 57.65 per month tiU
balance Is paid off. 266-5871. 7121
INTERNATIONAL TRAVBLALL 4-wheel drive
1969. Excell!=nl condilion. S12SO. Dittmer, Biology
Room 113,.277-2943. 7121
SPECIAL I WEEK ONLY. Sewing machine and
va,cuum cleaner clean, oil and adjust. Pick-up and
delivery. 268-4394. 7/21
ASSUME PAYMENTS 40 ACRES !anch nearSt,
Johns, Arizona. Pay 2- back payments 5129 each. Was
$.7,000 ~ now $1~,300 due... Absolute money back
guaranty. Call Tom collect602-947·8011, 8124
SUPER BARGAINS: CLOSING stereo department
out. Sony, Kenwood, Sansui, Garrard, Sherwood,
Lafayette, .Jensen speakers, EPI. etc. 4d to SO. off.
266-5872. 7121
WlliLE TileY LASTI $3.75 t-shirts oqly $2.50.
Men's shirts only $4.50. Womcn•s blouses only S3.SO
at Calirornia Fasllion Outlet, 2-318 Central SE, across
from campus. 2-66·6872. 7121
DESKS, BOOKSIIELF, BUREAU, tent, coole!,
chair, potyfoam mats, pillows. Saturday July 23,
541D Espanola SE, 256-7441. 7/21
63 Dodge Polara $300, 266-8445 or mornings X4204,
Kaeti; 71Z1 ·
1968 PONTIAC OTO cony, 4-speed mldniahtblue
sound condition must sell now $800.00 or best offer
255-4934 eves.

shoots
ACROSS
51 Cluster of
UNITED Feature SyndiQate
1 Letter
grass
writer's
52 Foursomes
necessity 54 Dull finishes
6 Obi·
58···· and
10 Delivered
Thummin:
for money
Sacred
14 Card game
objects
15 Can. prov.
59 RoU call
16 Woody plant 61 Enchantress
17 Old
.
in
· womanish
Mythology
·18 Marked· by 62 s. African
sincerity
fox ·
19 Roof edge
63 Tranquil
20 Certain
64 Overact
assemblies 65 Brewery
22 Invalidated
product
24 Speaker's 66 Moist
milieu
67 Surgical
26 ~~tal
·thread
Joiners
27 Replaced
DOWN
w~rn gear
1 Cannes and
31 Comedians
Saratoga
Bob and... 2 Singer-···
exclusively: .42 Of ships:
32 Harmonize
Bennett
Informal: 2
Abbr.
33 Made on a
3 Related by
words
43 Disfigures
loom
blOod
27 VIshnu in· 44 Occurring
4 Berlin's
carnation
earlier
35 f'lent
38 West and·
forte
28 "You don't 46 Moocher
say!"
4 7 Young
Murray
· 5 Come at an
earlier time 29 Not literal
unfledged
39 causing
horror
6 C!Jtling tool 30 ·····Open:
pigeon
40 Peacock
7 Of wings
Miami golf 48 Woman's
event
pocketbook
genus
8 Scatter
41 Hoosier
9 Impeded
34 Stay as a
fabulist
10 Stabilize
guest
49 Make erect.
11 Church
35 Volcanic
50 Kitchen ap•
42 Certain
palms
vestment
emission
pllance
43 Glenn-----: 12 Simple
36 Morally bad 53 Menu item
Army
machine
37 Pitch to and 55 Animal's .
fro
galt
footballer
13 Conveyance
44 Obesity
documents 39 Loused up 56 External:
45 Can.
21 Perch
the !andPrefix
politicians 23 Ardor
scape
57 Observed
47 Gives off
25 Control
40 Kind ofjob 60 Even one
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WATilRBEI) FRAME custom made bookshelf head· ·
board dark stain must sell $70.00 or best offer 25'-4934eves.
·
FREe OERMAN SHORTIIAIR pointer male, 13
months old. Must have good home. AKC papers,
championship lines. 2554934• evenings.

6•

EMPLOYMENT
,

--------------PART TIME: Sales <Jerk & sto<king. Must be over 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls. SA VBWAY Liquor Stores, .S704 Lomas Blvd. NE. 5516
Menaul Blvd. NE, 7/2-8

FOR SALE
Two houses close to University.
Fairly priced. Good to live in or
to rent. Call Jess Reid for more
information. Caughron Realty,
255-5521 or home 255-9041.

_()
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·students- Used

J:REETLITES ·
LOTH lNG

\..J'o~XCHANGE

(Men and Women)

30040
Central SE

If you can type 60 words per m~nutes or faster

Mon. ·Sat

and are interested in working nights · as ·a
typesetter for the New Mexico Daily Lobo production department you may apply in ·Marron
Half, room 131 between 8:30a.m. & 4:30p.m.

10·5:30
266-5275

CAMPUS OFFICE
ORTEGA HALL· ROOM 233
Tu.,Th.,Fri. • 3:30·5:30pm

ore

New M•xicD Daily Laba

~anterbu_ry Co~Op.

s

A few rooms are stiU available
for the faD term:

u
b.

87'50°0 , Single Room, 3 Meals Daily
8550°0 , Double RooDI, 3 Meals Daily
, A S~Dall eo-ed .resldenee run as a eo-op, good
food, elose to the eamp'll!ll. Monies saved by
energy eonservatlon, food servlee and gen•
eral malntenanee to be refunded to resl·
dents at the end of the semester.

N
c a
r w

•

'

•

I
For Further Information Call:
CANT£RBURYCRAP£L
425 University, N.E.
.

b
e

'•

·The N(!lw Mexico Daily Lobo
will be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day this semester for $6.50 or
for two semesters and weekly
during. the summer sessi.on
for $10.00. Subscriptions may
be placed in Marron Hall
room 131, or may be mailed
to:
· .New Mexico Daily Lobo
UNM Box 20
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

247-251.5

The house opens August 20th
'
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The Student. Bookstore offers
..

• official U:NM New~Used books ,.
• art supplies
• .calculators
• study aids ·
•
• xerox coptes
• sweatshirts
• Hallmark. cards
. • complete stock of all school supplies
· ·• large selection of general reading books
• we also buy back textbooks year round
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